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Abstract 

Velocity dispersions are used to determine the stability of galactic disks against gravitational 

collapse to form stars, in some star formation recipes, in studies of gas dynamics, and 

to determine how much turbulence there is in the interstellar medium. Atomic hydrogen 

(HI) dispersions have been used in the studies of star formation and large-scale turbulence, 

despite stars forming in molecular clouds and the inner regions of galaxies being dominated 

by molecular gas. Carbon monoxide (CO) has been used as a tracer for molecular gas. In 

this work HI and CO dispersions were determined for a sample of nearby galaxies and they 

were compared to determine what the relationship between HI and molecular gas dispersions 

is. The dispersions were higher than expected fwm thermal effects, and HI had on average 

l.5 ± 0.18 times greater velocity dispersion than CO, which corresponds to a 7.2 ± l.3 km S-l 

velocity dispersion difference. The HI and CO dispersions and dispersion ratios were found 

to correlate with star formation at high star formation rate densities L:SFR ::., 10-2.6 ~{::> 

yr- 1 kpc- 2 . 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Radio Observations and Velocity dispersions 

The simplest optical observations arc photometric observations and they provide inten

sity flux and position measurements of astronomical objects targets. Points of intensity 

(or other parameter) plotted against spatial position arc called pixels. Spectroscopic instru

ments can be added to measure the flux and wavelength of incoming radiation from emission 

or absorption lines. Due to the Doppler dfecL, the wavelength (or frequency) ('an be used 10 

determine the velocity of the source of these spectral lines. Radio observations provide both 

flux and fr('quen('y informat.ion, t he frequencies arc I h('n ('onverl ('d to vdocit ies. This mcans 

no additional instrumentation or observations arc required to obtain both the velocity, and 

spatial intensity of target sources. Points of intensity plotted against spatial position and 

velocity (or frequency) arc sometimes called voxels. Plots of the intensity versus velocity 

at part icular posit ions arc ('allcd velocit.y profiles. The widt h of the specl ral lill<' s('(~n in 

these velocity profiles can be described by the full width half maximum (FWH:\1) or the 

velocity dispersion (()'). The full width half maximum is t h(' widt h of the spect ralline profile 

at half of the maximum intensity. For a single idealized source of emission whose particles 

hav(' a :\Iaxwdlian velocity dist ribution, a Gaussian velocity profile can describe the veloc

ity profile of the emission line and the velocity dispersion is the standard deviation of this 

Gaussian. This is only t rue if t lIP line is suffi(,iently optically thin. F"VITIIl\I and ()' arc related 

by (J = FvVK\I/2J21n(2). In this project we usc radio observations to study the velocity 

dispersions of neutral atomic hydrogen (HI) and carbon monoxide (CO) in external galaxies. 

1.2 Gas in Galaxies 

1.2.1 Atomic Hydrogen 

:\10st of the baryonic material in the universe is in the form of the simplest element in 

its simplest form: neutral atomic hydrogen (HI). HI is detected in the universe through 
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2 1: Introduction 
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its forbidden 2lcm hyperfine spin-flip ekct ronic transit ion, which was predicted by van de 

Hulst (1945). This transition was first detected by Ewen and Purcel (1951) and confirmed 

by Muller and Oort (1951). Due to the sheer amount of atomic hydrogen in the universe 

this line is easily detectable and has been the line of choice for large amounts of work on 

the atomic gas in the universe. It has been the foundation for studies of the dynamics of 

galaxies, the interstellar medium and star formation; hence ever-better HI observations of 

galaxies have been made to try and learn more about these areas of study. 

The early observations were done with single dish radio telescopes but technological 

advances led to the use of interferometry. Interferometers are multiple dish arrays that can 

be spaced to create large baselines therefore making it possible to reach high resolutions. 

Technological advances also led to improvements in the sensitivity of detectors. From early 

galaxy surveys such as Bosma (1981a) the benefits of HI were seen. as it extends further out 

than the stellar components of the galaxies. Due to the nature of the radio observations the 

velocity information is a part of normal HI observations so the dynamics of the neutral atomic 

gas can easily be determined. In optical astronomy, additional spectroscopic observations 

need to be made to determine velocities. The resolution of the early HI observations were 

still far behind the optical observations; nevertheless dynamics were determined and rotation 

curves calculated (e.g. Bosma 1981b). Better and better instruments were made due to 

technological advances, and the quality of observed data increased. Many galaxies have 

been observed in the HI, e.g. Bosma (1981a), Brinks and Bajaja (1986), Wevers et al. 

(1986), Begeman (1987), Cayatte et al. (1990), Puche and Carignan (1991), Braun (1995), 

Staveley-Smith et al. (1997), Walter and Brinks (1999), Walter and Brinks (2001), Kim et 

al. (1999), de Blok and Walter (2000), van der Hulst et al. (2001), Verheijen and Sancisi 

(2002), Walter et al. (2002), Swaters et al. (2002). High spatial resolution HI nearby galaxy 

observations by Braun et al. (1995), Walter and Brinks (1999), de Blok and Walter (2000), 

Walter et al. (2008) were made with some of the best modern interferometers: The Very 

Large Array (VLA) and the Australian Compact Array (ATCA). Observations like those 

made it possible to study the atomic gas and its dynamics in nearby galaxies at sub-kpc 

scales (e.g de Blok et al. 2008). 

1.2.2 Molecular Gas 

Gas densities in interstellar clouds are high enough to prevent ionizing radiation from reach

ing the interior of the clouds. These conditions are suitable for the formation of molecules in 

these douds (Eddington 1937). The high abundance of hydrogen in the universe means that 

the largest component of molecular gas should be molecular hydrogen (H2)' The presence 

of H2 in the interstellar medium was predicted by Eddington (1937), Stromgren (1939) and 

Gold (1961). The molecule was first detected by Carruthers (1970) by a uv-spectrometer 

on a rocket. It forms mainly via grain chemistry (H + H -+ H2, with dust as a catalyst), 

though there are also mechanisms in the gas phase (e.g. H- 1 + H -+ H2 + e) (Glover 2002). 
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l.2 Gas in Galaxies 3 

:'-.lany other more complex molecules have been detected in the ISl\l and they are postulated 

to form via reactions in either phase. 

The formation of molecules is counteracted by photodissociation (dissociation of molecules 

by photons). predissociation (dissociation of molecules before they reach their final state) 

(Snow and :'-.lcCa1l2006), and collisional dissociation (dissociation of molecules via collisions 

with other species) (Shull and Beckwith 1982). The typical wavelength regimes for detecting 

lines of simple molecules are electronic lines in the ultraviolet and visible. vibrational in the 

infrared. and rotational lines in the radio and infrared (Snow and l\lcCall 2006). 

l\101ecular gas is found in the dense, cold environments of galaxies and can even dom

inate over the atomic gas in the inner regions of spiral galaxies. :"101ecular gas forms 

clumps aggregates called giant molecular clouds (GMCs), and inside these is where stars are 

observed to form. The diameters of molecular clouds in our galaxy range from lOpc-100pc 

(Sanders et al. 1985). Molecular gas is a good tracer of regions where thermal pressure is low 

enough to allow for stars to form (i.e. regions where the temperature is low enough to allow 

for gravitational collapse) (Krumholz et al. 2011). Since stars and molecular gas are found 

in the same locations, understanding molecular gas is important to the understanding of 

how stars form and of the ISM in these dense regions. l\101ecular hydrogen which forms the 

largest component of the molecular gas is hard to detect because of the low temperatures of 

the clouds and its lack of a permanent dipole moment. Its electronic absorption lines occur 

in the UV (Gould and Saltpeter 1963); its emission lines are very weak and occur from the 

CV to far infrared (Burton et al. 1992). Its lack of a permanent dipole moment means that 

its pure vibration-rotational absorption lines are very weak (Gould and Saltpeter 1963). 

Its rotational lines require excitation temperatures above 1000 K (Burton et al. 1992). and 

molecular clouds are too cold to reach these excitation temperatures of lines. 

Carbon :"lonoxide (CO. 12C160) has been found to be a tracer of H2 (Lebrun et al. 1983, 

Bloemen et al. 1984). It has a dipole moment and is much easier to detect than H2. It 

was first detected by Smith and Stecher (1971) in the ultraviolet. There are many pathways 

that are important for the formation of CO, and most of them lead to these reactions: 

C+ - OH --+ CO+ + H: 

CO+ - H2 --+ HCO+ + H; 

then HCO+ - e --+ CO + H (Snow and McCall 2006). There are believed to be transitions 

between the domination of C+, C, and CO which occur in diffuse and translucent lllolecular 

clouds (van Dishoeck and Black 1988, Jannuzi et al. 1988. Snow and McCall 2006). The 

gamma ray £lux of molecular douds was instrumental in determining that CO could trace 

the molecular gas. It was also used in the early attempts to determine the H2 CO ratio 

(e.g. Bloemen et al. 1984. Bloemen et al. 1986, Dame and Thaddeus 1985). Other methods 

to compare CO and H2 were to match up the velocities of millimeter CO observations with 

those found from H2 absorption line observations (e.g. Knapp and Jura 1976. Kopp et 
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4 1: Introduction 
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a!. 1996 and Liszt 1997). CO was found to be the easiest molecule to use as a tracer 

of molecular hydrogen. But it is not a perfect indicator of the presence of H2: and the 

relationship between CO and H2 is not as simple as has been assumed for many analyses 

over the past few decades. Complications arise because C is not always in the form of 

CO in molecular clouds (the other common form of C is C+). CO is not as effectiv(' at 

self-shielding from UV radiation as H2 is, therefore the transition C+ /CO can occur much 

deeper into molecular clouds than HI/H2 transition (Wolfire et a!. 2(10). .'vIodcls predict 

the C+ layer in and around molecular clouds (van Dishoek and Black 1988, Tielens and 

Hollenbach 1985a, Tielens and Hollenbach 1985b, Sternberg and Dalgarno 1995). Gernier ('t 

a!. (2005) detected a large fraction of "dark" molecular gas (devoid of CO emission) in the 

Milky Way. From carlyon it was believed that the CO-to-H2 conversion factor (Xco) is 

dependent on metallicity, density and temperature of the molecular clouds (Dickman et a!. 

1986). Models by Maloney and Black (1988) indicated that the conversion factor is strongly 

dependent on metallicity. Strong evidence for a correlation between metallicity of the host 

galaxy and conversion factor was found (e.g. Wilson 1995, who found the correlation in 

Local Group galaxies). Models by Shetty et a!. (2011) have also shown that Xco tends to 

decrease as CO velocity dispersion increases (Xco ex: (/-0.5 ). The fraction of C in the form 

of C+ compared to CO in molecular clouds/H2 gas is strongly dependent on the metallicity, 

the amount of "dark" molecular gas increases with decreasing mctallicity (Wolfire et a!. 

2010). Therefore low metallicity galaxies will have much lower fractions of CO in H2 regions 

than higher metallicity galaxies (Krumholz et a!. 2(11). But even though it is not a perfect 

tracer, the presence of CO infers the presence of H2 and it can still act as a good estimator 

of the H2 content of galaxies, especially in normal spirals with average to high metallicities. 

There were many early surveys of CO in nearby galaxies (e.g. Rickard et a!. 1975. 

Solomon and Zafra 1975, Solomon and Sage 1988, Young and Knezek 1989, Heckman 1989. 

Young and Scoville 1991, Sage 1993, Braine et a!. 1993, Young et a!. 1995). The Five 

Colleges Radio Astronomy Observatory Extragalactic CO Survey (FCRAO survey, Young 

et a!. 1995), provided a large survey of nearby galaxies in CO emission. The CO(1-0) line 

(from the J=1-0 rotational transition) was the primary line observed and MH2/MHI one of 

the major topics of study. The C0(1-0) distribution was shown to follow that of CO(2-1) in 

Milky Way studies by Israel et a!. (1984) and Sakamoto et a!. (1995). Braine et a!. (1993) 

compared the two in 81 galaxy centers, found a (2-1)/(1-0) line ratio of 0.89 ± 0.06 and 

confirmed that CO(2-1) also traces 112, Further CO surveys and observations were made by 

e.g. Casoli et a!. (1998), Fukui ct a!. (1999), Engargiola et a!. (2003), Walter et a!. (2001), 

Sakamoto et a!. (1999). The Berkeley Illinois Maryland Association Survey of Nearby 

Galaxies (BIMA SONG, Helfer et a!. 2003) was the next major advance in CO observations 

of nearby galaxies. It mapped CO emission in 44 nearby galaxies at 6" resolution. Major 

advances in detector technology have allowed higher sensitivity observations. The usc of 

interferometers has led to increased resolutions. The most recently completed nearby galaxy 
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1.3 Star-Formation 

surveys have been done by Kuno et al. (2007). Leroy et al. (2009) and Wilson et al. 

(2011): and there arc many surveys currently running on interferometers such as CARMA 

(Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy) and S:\1A (Subr-.Iillimeter 

Array) and advanced detectors on single-dish telescopes like JCr-.IT (James Clerk Maxwell 

Telescope) and the IRA:'.1 (Institut de Radioastronomie Millimctrique) 30m Telescope. With 

the completion of ALl\IA (Atacama Large Millimetre Array). many new groundbreaking 

studies will be done. 

1.3 Star-Formation 

The Star Formation Rate (SFR) III nearby galaxies has been observed to correlate with 

the total gas density (e.g. Kenney and Young 1988. Kennicutt 1989. Kennicutt 1998). but 

the relationship is poorly understood (Leroy et al. 2008). A star formation law is meant 

to relate the star formation rate of a particular region in a galaxy to local conditions in 

that area. In other words it is used to quantitatively relate the gas to the SFR. Schmidt 

(1959) proposed that there is a power law relation between the gas volume density and star 

formation rate. But it is much easier to determine the gas surface density, because the 

intensity of the HI emission can be used to determine the ga.'i surface density. whereas there 

is no direct observable that is easily converted to a volume density. The most widely used 

star formation law is the Schmidt law: 

" A"N uSFR = u gas • (1.1) 

which is a simple law that relates the gas surface density I: ga ., to star formation surface 

density I:SFR (where I:SFR =SFR per unit area). Kennicutt (1998) was able to show that 

the law holds over a range of ~ 105 in gas surface density and ~ 106 in star formation rate 

per unit area for normal disk galaxies and starburst galaxies: and found it to be : 

(1.2) 

Ho and far-infrared (FIR) fluxes were used to ddennine the SFR to dderllline the paralll

eters in this relationship. The SFR can be determined in many ways and there are many 

differput tracers (e.g. t he ones ('ollllllouly uspd in nearby galaxy sl udies: IIo. far-ultraviolet 

(FL;V). FIR. 24/.Ull dust emission). The Kennicutt-Schmidt law is an empirical law. and its 

exact parameters depend on the tracers that are used to determine the SFR as well as the 

IS:\I phase used to determine the gas density. There have also been attempts to relate the 

law to the actual physics of the gas and disk. In one the law can be thought of as the case 

where the disk free-fall timescale is fixed, assuming the stars form at a timescale equal to 

the free-fall timescale in the gas disk (Madore 1977. Leroy et al. 2008). :'.10re complex laws, 

incorporating variable disk free-fall times and the pressure of the gas and IS:'.1. also exist. In 

one case t he disk free-fall time depends on hydrost at.ic equilibrium rat her than heing fixed 
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6 1: Introduction 

(Leroy et a1. 2008). Using work from Krumholz and McKee (2005) and Elmegreen (1989) 

the star formation efficiency (SFE == "ESFR/"Egas) is then: 

SFEcx "Egas(l+~+ O"g) 
(Jga,'; ~g(lS a*,z 

(l.3) 

(Leroy et a1. 2008), where O"g,O".,z,"Egas,"E. are the gas and stellar velocity dispersions and 

the gas and stellar surface densities respectively. Some forms incorporate the pressure Ph: 

(1.4) 

(Elmegreen 1989). Some of these more complicated laws require the velocity dispersion of 

the gas to determine the rate of star formation. 

Another aspect of the star formation law is the star formation threshold. It is used to 

describe how stable gas is against collapse which leads to star formation. Early attempts 

at determining such thresholds include those by Skillman (1987), who postulated and found 

evidence (Skillman 1988) that 013 star formation in irregular galaxies requires HI surface 

densities above 1021 atoms cm- 2
. One measure of criticality is the Toomre criterion (Toomre 

1964); which for a thin gas disk is Qgas(R) = 1l'Jif::", , where K is the epicyclic frequency, R 

the radius, c., the sound speed and "Egas the gas surface density. The gas disk is considered 

unstable against pressure or rotational support when Q <1 (Safronov 1960, Toomre 1964). 
The epicyclic frequency is defined as K = l.41 v(road (1 + dlog(v(r g ",)) )o.G, 

T9U/ d log(rf}fll) 

where vrqal is the rotational velocity at the distance 7'gal from the center of the galaxy 

(Kennicutt 1989, Leroy et a1. 2008). Most studies use the velocity dispersion (0") instead of 

the sound speed (c 8 ) (Schaye 2004). The two are related as follows: a = c8 ,1/2, where, 

is the adiabatic index and ratio of specific heats (ratio of specific heat at constant pressure 

to specific heat at constant volume). Normally a value of, = 5/3 (specific heat ratio of 

monatomic gas) is used, but it is not accurate when the gas is mostly molecular and when 

velocity dispersions are turbulence dominated (Schaye 2004). The form that is most typically 

used is 

(l.5) 

In his study, Kennicutt (1989) introduced n, which is the ratio of the gas density to critical 

gas density ("Ee) : a = "Egas/"Ec. Formulations of more general instability parameters 

combining the gas and stellar components have also been made (e.g. Wang and Silk 1994, 

Bertin 1996, Rafikov 2001, Leroy et a1. 2008, Romeo and Wiegert 2011). A commonly used 

one is the so-called Wang and Silk approximation: 

Q -l Q-l Q-l 
tntal """ gas + • ' (l.6) 

where Qgas and Q. are the gas and stellar Q parameters (Wang and Silk 1994, Bertin 1996, 
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1.3 Star-Formation 7 

I3ertin and Lin 1996). Leroyet al. (2008) usc 

(1.7) 

as the stability parameter for a collision less stellar disk. Combined with the gas disk stabil

ity parameter they find: 

1 = _2 __ q_ + _2_R q > 1. 
Qstars+gas Qstars 1 + q2 Qgas 1 + q2 R2 

(1.8) 

where q = ka;" k is the instability wavenumber and R = (5g/(5 • .r (Leroy et al. 2008). 

Kennicutt (1989,1998) and l\Iartin and Kennicutt (2001) argued that when the gas disk 

is unstable against collapse, widespread star formation will occur. However the applicability 

of the Q parameter to star formation thresholds is still under debate and the approximations 

for the total stability of the gas disk arc being improved (e.g. Romeo and Wiegert 2011). 

Complex models of the effective Q have been derived and analysed (e.g. Elmegreen 1995. 

Jog 1996. Shen and Lou 2003). Elmegreen (1999) asked why Q < 1 should correspond to 

star formation in a supersonically turbulent medium that has many processes that can affect 

star formation. Some observations have failed to show clear correlations between Qgas and 

star formation (e.g. Thornley and Wilson 1995, :vleurer et al. 1996. Ferguson et al. 1998, 

Wong and I3litz 2002). Wong and I3litz (2002) argued that Qgas is more an indicator of 

gas fraction rather than an indication of where star formation will occur. ""ong and I3litz 

(2002) suggested that perhaps a better Q parameter (one that properly takes into account 

the effect of stars and gas) should be used in order to determine instability. This could 

then be a better indication of where the star formation will occur. However. the Toomre 

parameter continues to be used as the best measure of the instability. 

One other complication is that the velocity dispersion is required to determine the Q 
parameter. :\lost studies assume that it is independent of radius (e.g. Kennicutt 1989, 

Ferguson et al. 1998. Hunter et al. 1998, Martin and Kennicutt 2001. Leroy et al. 2008). 

:\ormally the mean HI velocity dispersion is used as the gas dispersion (e.g. Leroy et al. 

2008). Values ranging from 6 to 9 kms- 1 arc commonly used (e.g. Kennicutt 1989. Ferguson 

et al. 1998, Hunter et al. 1998, Martin and Kennicutt 2001. Leroy et al. 2008). I3ut I3igiel 

et al. (2008) found that there is a clearer relation between the molecular gas surface density 

and the star formation rate density than in the case for HI. Schruba et al. (2011) confirmed 

the correlation with the molecular gas. There is a better correlation between SFR and H2 

than HI in the inner molecular-dominated regions of galaxies: after stacking the correlation 

with H2 continues into the HI-dominated regime until no more CO can be detected (Schruba 

et al. 2011). The correlation with HI improves in the outer regions and in the regions where 

there is no detectable H2 there is some correlation with HI (I3igiel et al. 2010). I3ut just as 

the stacking by Schruba et al. (2011) showed, there could be molecular gas (that correlates 
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8 1: Introduction 

with SFR much more than HI does) present in these outer regions that is yet to be detected 

by current instruments. In the inner parts of galaxies molecular gas dominates over the 

atomic gas, therefore a better understanding of how HI velocity dispersions are related to 

the molecular gas dispersions would be important in formulating better star formation laws. 

It is also important to note that Schruba et al. (2011) found variations in the SFR-to

CO relation among galaxies. They found trends similar to those found by Young et al. 

(1996), with low-mass, low-metallicity galaxies having higher SFR-to-H2 ratios than high 

mass galaxies. Therefore such properties may have an effect on the relationship between HI 

and CO gas properties. 

1.4 Turbulence 

Turbulence can be thought of as the stochastic scale-dependent behaviour of spatial correla

tions between some of the variables that describe flows or fluid motions (McKee and Ostriker 

2007). The turbulence of the gas in galaxies is important because the observed velocity dis

persions of HI emission lines have greater values than those expected from purely thermal 

effects (Agertz et al. 2009, e.g. Tamburro et al. 2009). The earliest notions of a turbulent 

ISM were in the theory by von Weizsacker (1951). Von Hoerner (19.')1) found observational 

evidence that gas in the Orion Nebula was turbulent. The early work on large-scale tur

bulence was not well received and turbulence was only believed to be important on small 

scales. Work by Larson (1981) indicated that the IS11, specifically molecular clouds. may be 

dominated by turbulent/irregular motions. The observed velocity dispersions of molecular 

clouds were greater than the velocity dispersions due to thermal broadening. He found a 

power-law correlation between the velocity dispersion (a) of molecular clouds and their sizes 

(I) : 
ax['1, (1.9) 

with the spectral index q ~ 0.38. This coefficient (q) was similar to the Kolmogorov scaling 

law (Frisch 1995). Low et al. (1984) observed interstellar cirrus with similar complex 

structure as the clouds seen on earth. Other complex structures were seen in other interstellar 

regions. This led to turbulence becoming widely accepted as an important process in galactic 

and extragalactic media. Solomon et al. (1987) used more homogenous data to find q ~ 0.5 

for GMCs. Pas sot et al. (1988) determined that this is what is predicted for Burgers 

turbulence (Burgers 1974, Pas sot et al. 1988) there. The turbulence velocity spectrum 

obeys a power law 

(l.l0) 

(where E(k) is the turbulence velocity spectrum and k the wavenumber), with -Pv as the 

exponent of the power law (Roman-Duval et al. 2011). Kolmogorov turbulence is a form 

of turbulence turbulence where Pv = 5/3 (Frisch 1995, Roman-Duval et al. 2011), whereas 

Burgers turbulence is a form of turbulence where !3u = 2 (Burgers 1974, Pas sot et al. 1988, 
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1.5 Velocity Dispersion Observations 9 
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Roman-Duval et a!. 2011). A lot of work has been done to try and understand the role 

of turbulence in the IS:'.1 and to more accurately model it. Due to the complex nature of 

the interactions and t heir supersonic motions - compressihility and intermittency effect s arc 

considered in many models. Intermittency is when fluctuations occur sporadically (spatially 

and temporally) in the turhulent fiow (Roman-Duval et a!. 2011). \Vithin the Milky Way 

it has been observed that the same scaling coefficients of turbulence fit molecular gas of 

different scales and C11Cs: and t nrhulence is driven on large scales wit hin or ext ernal to 

G:'.1Cs (:'.lcKee and Ostriker 2007). 

The causes of turbulence in the interstellar medium (ISM) are not well understood (Burk

ert 2006). Large scale turbulent motions are believed to be from: stars (supernovae, stellar 

winds. etc.), galactic rotation, gaseous self-gravity. and fluid instabilities (Elmegreen and 

Scalo 2004; :'.lac Low and Klessen 2004). The observed velocity dispersion (aeff) can be 

thought to consist of a thermal component (vd and a turbulence component (at). with 

(1.11) 

(Agertz et a!. 2008). The velocity dispersion due to turbulence is made up of a radial 

(a r ). angular (aw) and vertical (a z ) component; or a planar (a.ry) and vertical component 

(a z). Therefore the components being observed will depend on the inclination of the galaxy. 

Theory and simulations show that the velocity dispersion is expected to be anisotropic, with 

a r > a" > a z and a xy ~ 2a z (Agertz et a!. 2009). In large-scale galactic turbulence studies 

only the HI is modelled in its multiphase form (see Agertz et a!. 2008; Piontek and Ostriker 

2004). Large-scale turbulence simulations of the galaxies were done by groups such as Wada 

et a!. (2002). Dib et a!. (2006), Wada and Norman (2007), Hennebelle and Audit (2007) and 

Agertz et a!. (2009) to name a few. Large-scale galactic turbulence studies and simulations 

all turn to measurements of HI dispersions when constraining models or identifying what 

the levels of turbulence are in galaxies; in regions where molecular gas would dominate over 

the atomic the interactions between it and the HI and their impact on the overall turbulence 

in those regions are not taken into consideration. The gas cooling usually does not reach the 

sub-lOOK levels found in molecular gas. Only small scale giant molecular cloud simulations 

or molecular gas dynamics studies are at the low temperatures where actual molecular gas 

is predominantly found. 

1.5 Velocity Dispersion Observations 

Gas dispersions are useful in determining the amount of turbulence. upper limits on the 

thermal temperature the of gas, the stability of the gaseous disk. the scale height of the 

gas disk and the opacity of the disk. This makes dispersion observations very important in 

turbulence. star formation, ISM and gas/disk dynamics studies. Due to HI being the domi-
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10 1: Introduction 

nant gas/baryonic component of galaxies its velocity dispersion has been used for dynamical 

studies of galaxies. Since most molecular gas is found in molecular clouds, dispersion studies 

of the molecular gas have been focused on the dispersions of molecular clouds. Sensitivity 

and velocity resolution are the main factors that have determined whether good dispersion 

studies can be conducted. 

The McKee and Ostriker (1977) models form the basis for our current understanding 

of the atomic and ionized gas in the ISM. Atomic hydrogen is considered to exist in two 

phases: the warm neutral medium is expected to be about 8000 K and the cold neutral 

medium about ~ 50 - 100 K (McKee and Ostriker 1977, Wolfire et al. 2005). In most HI 

observations it is hard to separate the cold and warm HI components. so both components 

are treated as a single component. Molecular clouds have temperatures of ~ 10 - 50 K (Snow 

and McCall 2006). The estimated dispersion due to thermal broadening can be calculated 

by !Jthcrmal = (kT /Mmo1 mH)o.5, where T is the temperature, Mmol is the atomic mass of 

the molecule/atom in atomic mass units, k is Boltzmann's constant and mH is the mass of 

hydrogen. The expected dispersions from thermal broadening are: warm HI: ~ 8kms- l (T 

~ 8000K), cold HI: ~ 0.8kms-l (T ~ 80K) and for CO (at T ~ 10K): ~ 0.05kms-l. 

Observational work by van der Kruit and Shostack (1984) and Murray et al. (1990) found 

HI velocity dispersions of 6 - 12kms- l . Kamphuis and Sancisi (1993) studied NGC6946 

and found dispersions ranging from 13 km S-1 (in the inner regions) to 6 km S-1 (in the 

outer regions of the galaxy). Petric and Rupen (2007) performed high resolution and high 

sensitivity observations of NGC1058 to study the HI velocity dispersions. They found that 

even though single Gaussian fits were not good fits for the velocity profiles they were still able 

to track the width of the velocity profiles very well. :\"GC1058 is ideal for vertical velocity 

dispersion studies because it is a nearby (10 Mpc, Ferguson et. al. 1998) galaxy, therefore 

high spatial resolution can be reached. It has a low inclination (4°_11°, Lewis 1987, van der 

Kruit and Shostak 1984)- so the effects of galactic rotation are minimal. They found velocity 

dispersions ranging from 4 to 14kms- l and found that the !J" (vertical velocity dispersion) 

values declined with radius. They did not find a strong correlation with star formation. 

Tamburro et al. (2009) used high resolution HI data from the THINGS survey by Walter 

et al. (2008) to study HI velocity dispersions; they found that within r25 (the isophotal 

radius at which the average surface brightness is 25 mag arcsec- 2) the velocity dispersions 

were greater than the thermal value (~ 8kms- l ) and at r25 were ~ lOkms- l . dropping 

to lower values outside that. At the outermost radii the velocity dispersions dropped to 

~ 51..2kms- l . 

The velocity dispersion of the molecular gas is not as well quantified as the atomic. 

Matters are complicated by the molecular gas congregating in dense molecular clouds; and 

the gas behaviour within the clouds is generally isolated from the cloud-cloud interactions. 

When observing ent in' galaxies, t he effects of cloud-cloud dispersions and dispersions of 
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1.5 Velocity Dispersion Observations 11 

gas within douds all affect the observed dispersion. Another factor which occurs at all 

scales is the effect of photodissociation regions - gas is heated and dissociated due to UV 

(and sometimes X-ray) radiation, the extra input of energy into the gas could result in a 

broadening of velocity profiles. At tens of parsec and sub-parsec scales it is only the internal 

velocity dispersions of the molecular clouds that are measured. "Vhen multiple G:\ICs and 

giant molecular associations (GMAs) lie within a single resolution element (scales of 200pc 

above). then all three components are detectable and contribute to the observed dispersion. 

I3ut the cloud-cloud dispersion is expected to be the dominant component. Therefore scales 

are very important when interpreting molecular gas dispersions. 

Larson (1981) compiled galactic observations of molecular clouds and found that they 

had velocity dispersions ranging from 0.3 to 10 km S-I; which is greater than the internal 

dispersion expected for molecular clouds at 10K (0" ~ 0.32 km S-I). The large range and 

scale-dependence of internal dispersions was confirmed in other works (e.g. Solomon et al. 

1987, Wong et al. 2011). I3ollatto et al. (2008) also found this for extragalactic clouds; they 

found a similar range of dispersions as Larson (1981). At larger scales Jog and Ostriker 

(1988). Gammie et al. (1991) and Thomasson et al. (1991) found average dispersions of 

3-7 kms- 1 from their models. Tasker and Tan (2009) performed complex 3D models with 

8 pc resolutions and cooling down to 300K, and they found 10 km s-1 dispersions. Stark 

(1984) found molecular cloud-cloud dispersions of 7.8 ± 0.6kms-l for clouds within 3kpc 

of the Sun. whereas Clemens (1985) found a value of 3kms-1, which was argued by Stark 

and I3rand (1989) to be the internal velocity dispersions. A few measurements of molecular 

gas velocity dispersions in other galaxies have also been made: e.g :\133 was observed in 

CO (J = 2 - 1) and found to have 0" = 5 ± 1 km s -1 by Wilson and Scoville (1990). Combes 

and I3ecquaert (1997) used CO(J = 1 - 0) and CO(J = 2 - 1) to study ~GC 628 and :"JGC 

3938 and found dispersions of 0" = 6 km S-I. NGC 6946 was found to have dispersions of 

8.9kms- 1 in CO(J = 1 - 0) and 6kms-1 in CO(J = 3 - 2) by Walsh et al. (2002). 

In many previous studies attempts were made at separating the cloud-cloud dispersions 

and internal cloud velocity dispersions in measured dispersions. The following is the ap

proach used by Wilson et al. (2011), in their attempt to do this. In order to determine the 

cloud-cloud dispersion one can consider 

(l.l2) 

(Wilson et al. 2011). The mass weighted internal velocity dispersion can be described by: 

(l.l3) 

assuming a cloud mass function of dN / d,::X m -Q, where m is the cloud mass. N is the 

number of clouds and a is the spectral index. Using the relation AI ::x O";nt (Henriksen and 
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Turner 1984), calibration by Solomon et al. (1987) and assuming that 0 1= 2 the internal 

velocity dispersion can be described by: 

2 M 2.5 - n - lvf 2.5 - n 

a 2 = 0.0224~ high 1011), 
'.nt 2.5 - ex A12~u _ AI2-- u 

h'gh low 

(l.l4) 

where IHhigh and ]1.11011) are the maximum and minimum cloud masses (Wilson et al. 2011). 

But this relation relics on many assumptions and can only be used to estimate the internal 

velocity dispersion. The real nature of the different components can be complicated and 

is not necessarily the same across different molecular clouds. The observed dispersions can 

however be used as upper limits on the cloud-cloud dispersions, and this avoids having to 

rely on the above-mentioned assumptions. 

Fukui et al. (2009) used the HI and CO(J = 1 - 0) (from the Second NA~TEN CO 

Survey) observations of the LMC to study how CO and HI are related to each other. They 

were able to resolve individual clouds and to study the CO dispersions of the molecular 

clouds and the dispersions of their associated HI clouds. In their selected sample they found 

aHI ~ 40"co with a mean CO halfpower linewidth of 4.6kms-1 and a mean HI halfpower 

linewidth of 14.1kms-1 (Fukui et al. 2009). Wilson et al. (2011) performed a detailed 

analysis on CO dispersions in 12 nearby galaxies using data from the JCMT Nearby Galaxy 

Survey. They studied the CO(J = 3 - 2) line and were able to reach 1a sensitivities of 

~ 19 mK and velocity resolutions of ~ 0.43 km S-l. They determine the CO dispersions 

using the second lIloment ddinit ion: a" = JET( v - v)2 JET (where v is the velocity and 

T the brightness temperature). They took averages of the measured dispersions in each 

galaxy with threshold cutoffs t.o try and remove seemingly high and unphysical dispersions, 

this was done to prevent biasing of the averages. Observed dispersions ranged from 4.1 to 

20 km S-l. This is much higher than the expected dispersion from thermal temperatures of 

10 - 30 K characteristic of molecular gas. The cloud~cloud dispersions were determined using 

the above formula, and were found to range from 2.7 - 20kms- 1. Average CO dispersions 

were a ~ 7.1 km S-l, and cloud~cloud dispersions O"COc-c ~ 6.1 km S-l. They also analysed 

HI dispersions from the THINGS HI survey by Walter et al. (2008). By using the second 

moment maps from these they found that O"HI ~ 20"co (Wilson et al. 2011). 

Using primarily HI dispersions from the THINGS survey (Walter et al. 2008), Tamburro 

et al. (2009) determined the kinetic energy of the ISM: Ek = ~m0"2. They determined the 

total gas kinetic energy by 

(l.l5) 

but primarily consider 

(l.l6) 

They determined dispersions by using t.he moment. definition: 
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1.6 Aims 13 

(72 = _1_"'(1' - l')2S . 
):'HI L I I 

( 1.17) 

here Ek is the kinetic energy. 2:.1I1 and 2:.1I2 are the HI and H2 surface densities. and Si is 

the intensit~" In some of their galaxies they found that the Gaussian (7 was about 2-3 km S-1 

lower than their second moment values. They found that within I' :S 1'25 (radius of active 

star-formation) the kinetic energy is proportional to the supernova input rate into the IS:\1 

(this was also confirmed for cases where CO emission \\'as high and taken into account in 

the kinetic energy calculations), They therefore concluded that the supernova feedback in 

high star-formation regions is sufficient to account for the high \'elocit~, dispersions in HI 

alld lllolc('ular gas. In the outer regions they filld (7 H I ~ 6 km s-l. alld find that the star 

formation rate is too low to account for these dispersions. but magneto-rotational instabilities 

(:\1RI) or thermal broadening could account for them (Tamburro et al. 2009), 

Therefore accurate studies of HI and CO dispersions. how they relate to each other and 

star formation will be very important. These studies will enable us to better constrain the 

III and CO dispersiolls in galaxi('s. ci<'l ennill(' what (II(' differen('('s h('( w('('n (h('m ar(' and 

if they depend on the position in the galaxy or any other properties of the galaxies, The 

studies will help us to understand how much turbulence there is in both IS:\1 constituents, 

Dispersions arc used in determining star formation thresholds: these studies will enable us 

to relate atomic to molecular gas star formation thresholds. They will also enable us to 

determine whether star formation and velocity dispersions are correlated. 

1.6 Aims 

Velocity dispersions arc important for determining the kinetic temperature of gas. kinetic 

energ)'. level of turbulence. distribution of gas. the stability of the gas disk in galaxies and 

star formation thresholds, In the inner parts of galaxies where the majority of star formation 

occurs. there is a high amount of molecular gas and it is the dominant component of the gas 

dynamics. Yet only HI velocity dispersions have been used to determine the star formation 

thresholds and disk stability in these regions. No high sensitivity studies of the relations 

between HI and CO dispersions have been made. and the relations between CO dispersions 

and star formation has not been extensively studied. 

The aim is to determine whether there is a difference between HI and CO velocity 

dispersions in nearb)' galaxies. and to study the relationship hetwecn dispersions and the 

star formation rate. 
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Chapter 2 

Data Selection, Reduction and 

Analaysis 

2.1 Procedure 

The aim is to st udy the difTerences in HI and ('0 velocity dispersions. Therefore we per

fortlled pixel-by-pixel cOlllparisons of tilt' HI alld CO velocity di~persiolls ill diH'erellt galaxies. 

This was done by fitting vPiocity profiles to all the \"Oxels in the HI and CO data cubes. the 

fitted disper~iolls \\'ere then analyspd and compared to each othpr. The average dispersion 

difference and rat io bet ween HI and CO was determined. :\laps were lllade of the disper

sions and they were compared to the star formation rate density and other properties of 

the gallL';:ies. Radial trends of these were analysed as well. Sixteen galaxies were analysed. 

They were chosen on the basis that they all have high quality HI and CO data from the 

sun'e~'s described in Sec.2.2 and Sec. 2.3: the galaxies arc listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The 

reduction method is described in Sec.2.4. 

2.2 THINGS 

The HI :'\earhy Galaxy Survey (THINGS) (Walter et al. 2(08) is a 21 cm HI survey done with 

the Very Large Array (VLA) (of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. :,\RAO). It pro

duced high quality HI observations of 34 nearby galaxies. with high spectral (::; 5.2 km s-l) 

and spatial (~ 6") resolution (\\'alter ct al. 2(08). The galaxies arc a wide variety of spirals. 

dwarfs and irregulars: some quiescent and some interacting: a range of star formation rates 

(0.008 to 6.05 :\1. ~T-l) and llletallicities (7.54 to 9.12 [12 + log(OjH)]). The SUlWy aimed 

to allow better studies of the ISI\1. especially with regards to star formation and galactic 

gas dynamics. The high sensitivity. spatial and velocity resolutions required for these HI ex

tragalactic studies were only possihle with the VLA. and a homogenous sensitivit~· (column 

dCllSit~·: ~ 4 x 1019 cm- 2 at 30") was reached for the sample (\Yalter et al. 2(08). A large 
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part of the sample was drawn from the Spitller Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SI:\GS, 

Kennicut et al. 2003), and part of the sample is also in thl' GALEX Nearby Galaxy Survcy 

(GALEX-NGS, Bianchi et al. (2003)). This IllC<1nS that nmltiwavekngth studies can be uscd 

to perform further analysis OIl the galaxies and their properties. 

The VLA 13, C and n anay configurations were used t.o obtain the high ~ 6" angular 

resolutions and uniform sensitivities. This final resolution is matched with the 24tLIll SIKGS 

resolutioIls (~ 6") , and the GALEX :'\'GS NUV (ncar ultraviolet) resolution (~ 5"). The 

galaxies were observed with velocity resolutions of either 5.2 kIll S-I. 2.6 km S-1 or 1.3 kIll :-;-1. 

This was essential in order to spectrally resolve the HI emission line. Natural weighted and 

robust weighted data cubes were created for each of the galaxies. Naturally weighted cubes 

provide the highest surface brightness sensitivity, whereas robust weighted cubes have well 

behaved synthesized beams at higher resolutions. :vIore details on the data reduction can 

be found in Walter et al.(2008). 

2.3 HERACLES 

The Heterodync Receiver Array CO Line Extragalactic Survey (HERACLES) is a CO cmis

sion line survey of 45 nearby spiraL irregular and dwarf galaxies (Leroy et al. 200!J). It was 

done using the Illultipixel Heterodyne Receiver Array (HERA, Schuster et al. 2004) on the 

30m IRAl\1 telescope. This type of receiver array has allowed for more complete studies 

and inventories of CO in nearby galaxies due to its ability to more efficiently map large 

portions of the sky compared to the old single-pixel receivers. The CO .J = 2 --+ 1 rotational 

transition emission line was mapped at 230GHz (Leroy et al. 200!J). It was the first CO 

survcy to cover large regions of so lllany nearby galaxies at such high spatial resolution (up 

to 13") and scnsit ivity. Its main goals were to allow for the quantification of the relationship 

between the neutral gas, molecular gas and the star formation (Leroy et al. 200!J). Part of 

the sample is in the THINGS, SINGS and GALEX-NGS surveys: and this was important 

for achieving goals of studying star formation and the relationship between the atomic and 

molecular gas. 

Unlike previous surveys, the full optical disks of the galaxies were observed and fully 

salllpled. On the fiy mapping mode was used and IIERA was used wit h the Wideband 

Line Multiple Autocorrclator (WIL1IA) backend attached. This resulted in a high velocity 

resolution of 2.6 km s-l. The data reduction is outlined in Leroy et al. (200!J). The 2.6 km s 1 

resolution was smoothed to 5.2s- 1 (and 10 krns- 1 in some cases) by Hanning smoothing: 

this reduced the noise levels in the data cubes. 
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2.4 Data Reduction :-Icthod 17 

2.4 Data Reduction Method 

The naturally weighted THI~GS HI data cubes were used along with the Hanning smoothed 

HERACLES CO data cubes: these were used because they had the lowest noise (and there

fore highest sensiti\'ities). 

CIPSY was used for fitting and preparation of the data cuhes. Tl1P HI cuhes were 

smoothed to 13" so that a pixel-hy-pixel comparison could he made to the CO cubes. The 

THI~GS observations used heliocentric velocities, while the HERACLES observations used 

Local Standard of Rest velocities (LSR). The CO velocities were all adjusted to heliocentric 

using Vi,,! = v LSR - \l;orrcdioTl with \I;:orrcct1(J7I = V:., cos(.,): where V:~ is the relative solar 

wlocity between LSR and heliocentric velocities, and I is the projection angle between the 

galaxy and the apex of solar lllotioll. The corrections were determined by using V:~ = 19.5 

kms- 1 (toward RA:17" 55 111 36', Dec:+29° 56'41" J(2000), Dclhaye 1(65). This correction 

is only necessary when directly comparing the HI and CO \'elocity profiles. The dispersions 

art' 1I0t afft'ctt'd by this lwcaust' the correction H'sults ill a cOllstant velocit~· shift. 

The CO cubes were reprojected to the same sky projection as the THL'\GS data using 

the task REPRO.J. The profiles in the HI cuhes and the ad.iusted CO cubes were then fitted 

using the GIPSY task XGATFIT. XGAlJFIT is a task for fitting velocity profiles of data 

cuhes. The user supplies a data cuhe. and can then choose the type of function to fit 

the profiles. tht' number of components and the spatial or velocit~, region to fit profiles in. 

The user has the option 10 supply initial guesses for I he fits and to control t he maximum 

number of iterations for fitting. There are also options to fix certain parameters or to reject 

parameters below or above chosen values. 

Gaussian. up to third-order Gaussian-Hermite (h:3) and up to fourth-order Gaussian

Hermite (h3.IIJJ fits were made to HI and CO data yelocity profiles. The third-order 

Gaussian-Hermite (h3) will from hereon be referred to as Hermite h3 and fourth-order 

Gaussian-Hermite (h;),h ... ) will from hereon be referred to as Hermite h .... The additional 

II 3 and h ... param('( l'r5 in the IIl'rmitl' fil s int rod U('t' nOl\-Zl'ro Skt'\\'lll'SS and kurt osis. which 

can describe aS~;lllmetries and peaks that are more flattened or sharper than that of a stan

dard Gaussian. Hermite II ... fits Imd bot h h:) and hi parameters determined. but here they 

will be referred to as Hermite hi fits. 

The h:l parameter measures aSYlllmetric deviations and is related to the ske\\'llCss (~l) by: 

~l "" 4/311:3: therefore it only has an effect on the measured mean velocity compared to a 

normal Gaussian. The dispersions measured from a Hermite h;) fit arc direct ly comparahle 

and equivalent to t host' from a Gaussian fit. 

The ILl parameter measures deviations in the breadth or sharpness of t he peak and is related 

to the kurtosis (~2) hy: ~2 "" 3 + 8V6h4 . It affects the dispersion and amplitude that would 

he measured by a normal Gaussian, therefore the dispersions measured using Hermite h ... 
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18 _}:_Q,~t~ Selection. Reduction and Analaysis 

fit.s arc not quitc cquivalent. to 1 hosc measured from a Gam;sian fit : ah.'! ~ ayaHss (1 + VGh 4 ) 

(where ayaHs" is what the dispersion would be if the function \vas purely Gaussian). 

Intensity weighted mean velocities. dispersions, amplitudes, reduced X2 and other parame

ters were all extracted from the outputs of t he fits. The main parameter required for the 

analysis was the dispersion. The Gaussian fit 1 cd vdoci 1 y dispersion is defined as: 

(2.1) 

where S is tIl(' intcgralPd flux, I' the mcasured velocity and (I') the Gaussian-weighted 

mean velocity. These velocity dispersions are independent of the velocity corrections. The 

Gaussian velocity dispersions were used in all the analysis (sce Chap.4 for further discussion 

regarding this) but fits using Gaussian Hermite h3 and Hermite 113.114 were also made to 

('Olllpan' wit h the Ganssian fit sand to dl'l (~rlllin(' which fund ion is the most appropriat (' 

for fitting the velocity profiles and determining their velocity dispersions. Hermite 113 fits 

are particularly important to compare with hecause in the studies of the HI dynamics of 

the THINGS galaxies (de Blok et al. 2(08), they were determined to produce the preferred 

velocity fields for t.he TIITNGS galaxies. 

A 3a noise ("ut off' was was init ially applied to the fiUedlllaxilllum amplit.lHks; wit h t 11(' a 

values used taken from the THII\GS paper (Walter ct al. 2(08) and HERACLES (Leroy et 

al. 2009) data release for the Hanning smoothed cuhes (A. Leroy. priv. comm.) (sec Table 

2.1). For some of the galaxies no noise values or velocity resolution values were quoted for 

the CO data, therefore we calculated them from the Hanning smoothed data cubes. The 

task STAT was used to determine the noise values over the entire mapped area of each galaxy 

for every channel. The noise values were then plotted against the channel number and a 

linear trend was found to exist where the noise increased with decreasing channel number. 

Channels with signal from the target galaxy were removed (a ver~' stringent approach was 

used where a large range of channels near the ohvious galaxy signal were removed). An 

example of t.he result is showll ill Figure 2.l. It liIH'ar fit was nmdc t.o t lw Ilois(' valucs 

and the ('xlrapolalcd noise value at the median channel nUlllber was used as the noise value 

of the data cube; this approach was tested using galaxies whose noise was given and the 

lllet hod worked for them as well. Effectively the noise value of the central channel is used 

as the noise for the galaxies with no quoted CO noise values. The noise values (from "Valter 

et al. 2008 and Leroy et al. 2009 or calculated above) for each of the galaxies arc given in 

Table 2.1. 
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Figm" 2.1: PI"t of ,I,' 'Hca'n""] no,,", h, Ihe chwmcl, CI[ Ihe NGC G28 CO HWmillg
Sr[l{~>tIH,," data Cllb.o. ",itl, 1he ,...,.-1 line ix'i rJ>:" li!!".I [il !CItbe !!o""" 

DUIlng \1>(' Hllill)) il "'''" le.h"",1 that lhe ,10 noi."" cnt.ojf "' .. , in,,"llicicn' h" H'm'Ning 

Ii", H",j<Jrily of the Hoi .. , 1Il 'I~' cui-." . ,[,he,d"",' a ,I". cntolr wa' "",,,". TI ., ol""',,,,,!i<.,, 

,,,'re ai",> 1i",,',,1 by t.h"', , .. IClci ty '''''''"ut iow,. Fit led d"r<'.-,jCl!!> \h~1 a.-e I>do", \ I", veloci(y 

"'",,Intion (V"'.) C"'ll'ol he t1'""\c,j "-< l"hlg )"co). XGAl·F1T [,lIe'iug w,," u.«'J 10 exduu.o 

ad fit, wit h ,li'I'<''';(:<I'' bel"" (1)(' 'eludlY re:;uluo.iull u[ the ga'axy. Excepliorc. were made 

[0'- NCe 73JI (lil,' CO "docily r,",o,"ti{~j "f t he K(;C 7.1,11 data," 10k " , " , . bnt a ",,111(' of 

5 ~ km,-l ~'a, ~ fur Ihe ,."",tfl and r-:W ' ·1211 (t l~' HI ,-,10<:i'Y """'lut".CIl1 ..... ""'n<llly 

I J km, _1 bUI • cutolf of 2.0 k,,,, j "'M u<cd) . Thi, "'''-' Onr)(' IU male II\<" ,,,wly,,, ,im ~kr 

and l(ls1.<'I' In tl,e ca'lC Cli '-lCe 73~1 il .jOt; to oI1uw '" lo h.", more d.la to y,urk wilh. 

'1'1., di",ribmiCln of '\ce 73~1 di.>l-"'r'iou> "alue, belween 5.~ - 10 km ,-l d;,1 w>t match 

l ho (!;,;Irihutiuu, ~c >a,," in olh", ~.,=;,'" i-.,k,w t.1., ,~ . 2 k'H , _ I cul_()il". I'hi , indocaV,-1 ,hat 

100 .\"CC 7JJI di.'I-"-'f,i'~I' ,-ala,,,, h<1W,,'I1 ;;.2 - 10 k",' I are ll"t _,11",,,1<,, hy ,I ., ''''''' 

,,'Iocily re,()l ut-~Hl Ix'"h,('ms a, ,I ., CIllo,,, hel ...... \1>(' c"l-ofro . .\"Gf' ·t2H Jid noi have ' ''ly m 

di'Ix'"ioll< he;'-",- o.2km, J wt>o", lho)"e "'''" CO emi" ion therefore ow- choice u[ cul_"IT 

h"J nn off",,\ 01' l·b" alJaly,[o of tI,i" ~"laxy. Fit< W"", oJ'o "'<<ricl," 1.0 h"", 'he 1"''':<: Clf I he 

ptClfilc, to lie ~'it-hin Ihe \·eh:ity ran~(' c()w,,'d hy 1.1 ., ,lata. 

()rwe (he CO ""d llJ dat~ mb<', ",'n, fit.t",l, 1.1,0 dispel'Si<m acd 'Ii'l .. :"i<~l ~"'o' I-"')"~m

,~"" ... ..,re ,'xlr""',,] f.-",,, Iix' XCAllJi\T output- ~"'''me\or:'. t.-!avo wOre made of t-I"-",,,'. 

and pix,'I_by_pixcl COt "p •. ri""Il' wen; Hwdo l>CIWC>Cll the III and CO di'peroion,. Ui<I~"-,i,,n 

diifpr('IlC" map" ("'co (Iud WIJ di"l-"-'l~iu" r&ciu (<7Hli<7C(l1 map. "'''''' mooe fot: ('Mh of 

Ii-.' g~bxic, This wa:, dom' l>y laking each map .nd "uhf.mcting (Of ,li,-i<ling) "];'f>"r,inn 

m,u!Ol of pi>:d< (fr",,, ,liIr(') cui ml<llO) U"'I corwspuwl tu Ihe ,am,' ' pat la, po"'t~m,. The 

lfi gal"-~;e' ix'longil4( 1·0 b,-..1. ,un-ey. ",~." ""aly",,1 in thi., l>ay "ad ,t.'i, noi",' mil"", and 

,,'1"'lty '-0'1<)1\\1 ;on< ore l",\od ill T.l>le 2.1 . I heir olln I=[x,rti,,, t.h ~t .. ,'re "".,d in fur ther 
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20 2: Data Selection. Reduction and Analaysis 
--- -- -- - --- -- - - - --

Table 2.1: :\oise and velocity resolution of the HI and CO cuhes of the gala:l(ies analysed. 
The HI values WCl'e taken from ""alter ct al.(2008). 

:\ame HI :'l"oise CO :\oise HI Vf"S CO Vf'es 

[mJyl beam [IllKI [kill s -11 [kill s 11 
:\GC 628 0.60 21 2.6 5.2 
:\GC 925 0.57 16 2.6 5.2 
:\GC 2-103 0.38 19 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 28-11 0.35 16 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 2903 0.-11 21 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 2976 0.36 20 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 3077 0.75 17 2.6 5.2 
:\GC 318-1 0.36 17 2.6 5.2 
:\GC 3198 0.33 17 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 3351 0.35 19 5.2 5.2 
:\GC -121-1 0.69 19 1.:3 5.2 
:\GC -1736 0.33 21 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 5055 0.36 26 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 519-1 0.39 18 5.2 5.2 
:\GC 69-16 0.55 25 2.6 5.2 
:\GC 73:31 0.-14 13 5.2 10 

analysis are shown in Table 2.2. which is drawn from Table 1 in 'Walter et al.(2008). 
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Table 2.2: The properties of the galaxies in the sample. takell from \Valler et al.(2008) 

:'\ anll' Distance Inclinatioll Position 
[l\lpc] [0] Angle [0] 

:'\GC 628 7.3 7 20 
:'\GC 925 9.2 66 28 
:'\GC 2-103 3.2 63 12-1 
:'\GC 28-11 14.1 74 153 
:'\GC 2903 8.9 65 20-1 
:'\GC 2976 3.6 65 335 
:'\GC 3077 3.8 -16 -15 
:'\GC 318-1 11.1 16 179 
:'\GC 3198 13.8 72 215 
:'\GC 3351 10.1 -11 192 
:'\GC -121-1 2.9 -1-1 65 
:'\GC -1736 4.7 -11 296 
:'\GC 5055 10.1 59 102 
:'\GC 519-1 8.0 -12 172 
:'\GC 69-16 5.9 33 2-13 
:'\GC 7331 14.7 76 168 
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Chapter 3 

Results Dispersions and Star 

Formation 

3.1 Dispersions 

Pixel b.'- pixel dispersion differences (aeo - aHJ) and dispersion ratios (aHI!aeo) were 

calculated for each of the galaxies. Analysis was only done for pixels where there is > 4a 

emission and the dispNsion is greater than the velocity resolution in both HI and CO. :\GC 

7331 has a CO Yelocity resolution of 10klllS- 1 but a dispersion cut-off of 5.2kms- 1 was 

applied to its pixeL; (sec Sec 2.1). All the dispersions quoted arc Gaussiall httec! dispersions 

unless explicitly st ated otherwise (see Chapt.4 for flll'ther discussion about this). Examples 

of the distributions of aco. a HI. aCO - aH 1 and all I! aeo arc shown in Figul'l's 3.1 and 3.2. 

Figlll'cs for all om galaxies arc in the Appendix. The dispersions were binned into 1 km s-1 

bins. and the dispersion ratios into 0.2 sized bins. In these plots the resolution elements 

were caleulated by: Resolution Elements = (:\umber of Pixels) (:\umber of Pixels per single 

Resolution Element). :\umber of Pixels in a single resolution element was calculated by: 

(1I(Res)2) ((Pixel Scalc)2): where Res is the resolution (13" in our case) and Pixel Scale is 

the angular size of each pixel (in arcsee, pixel). 

In order to study the spatial distribution of HI and CO dispersion values and to determine 

w)wther the differences in dispersion are constant throughout the disks of galaxies. maps 

were created of the pixel-by-pixel dispersion difference (aeo - aHI) and of aHI and aeo 

indiyidually. Examples of these maps arc shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4: maps of the rest of 

t he galaxies can be found in the Appendix. The pixel-by-pixel dispersion ratio (aeo / a HI) 

\\-as also calculated and maps were made (sec Figures 3.3 and 3.4 for examples of these and 

the Appendix) for aeo/aHI maps for all the galaxies. 

The histograms indicate that HI and CO dispersion distributions peak at certain values 

(mostly in a unimodal or bimodal form). Inspection by eye indicates that t he dispersions 

23 
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3, Rcsull. , Dispef"""'m ~r.d Sta, j'o,m"tion 

" PI " • =w " I • " " 
~ 

, 

" , " 
" , 1" " ,,' " " Veocl'Y Ol<pe"oo 1.01 ,;', 

, , 

l 
, I • • • ! • • , , , , , , , 

0 , 
; ; , , , 

Ill, " " , , , , , • 
Voociy Velocity 0....,,.,,, R,\io 

Figmo ~.1, (Thp) [}j"trihllt iono 0/ t ho HI an<i CO cti'p"',i"", lur NGC 3'IM_ Lc)"~'r Ht 
mlct 'i~ht ligure, are 1!;,,1D!:rom, or t he <ii'p"Nion ctiifor<'!1N' !rr.·(J - "III mHl Ji<p""_"Oll ratio 
~HI/"G(J di'ltiuntion< iu "GC 31M_ 

in m~ny of t.h<. ~a1=~., fulh" G~u";;"n-lilw di.,tril~lt,;on.', FiKll"" 3 ,:; an<i ~ . fi ,how tho 

di,tribntion< of HI alld CO ctisp,..-,inm in ~ll tho ga];'-~i"" ill our "'~mp"_ Th~ "<.:0 ph)/, 

rO\'~"1 inoomplM.e (cu' _off) <ii,trihlltion,. where"" ,he " lll <i;';'db\l1-i.:m., an' 1..-,1 '"' ,,11,'(1;,,1 

IN t lx, '.\;"1><,,,i,,,, tn\_olf. It. Si;Oll IJ i.><' "",('oJ \h~t 'nany of th ,' pi",l, th"l w.'n' ,cm",·,-.J JUI' 

(0 t h ,' ,]i<p,:"i"ll nLl-olr h""" > 1<1 ('lIli"jon, ~I",t. of th,' ~C(! di:;ltiuulion lKoks ONl~' 01""" 

(0 the Jis.I-"",;ion cu!.-oiT le .g. l'i~u,", J, l ~Jl(l 3,0), but in a fe", c""", do", "'co di>lriulltrn 

pe.k._ 01" not ,...m t" (X'('UT ~",we t he d"peroion cut-oiT ( • . ~ NGt' ,173ti, },i~ur" 3,2 ~nd 

L~) Tho a III cti.<tTih<,tio." howeve, ,I'l<-t.; d .. ar I"'~" w~1I ah",,,, the <i"I"""iotl cut-<Jif ~nct 

the", are '~''Y fow p'x~(" "' itl! di'p"r,iU<l> f>(''''' 1.100 rl"p"",jon cut_off yah",. ("'" Fignr~ .1_6) 

f;gut(' 3.2 ,I~,,,,s t·b,,' .he !rHI "'xl !rGrJ Ji,trihutioo, [rom tlK' 'amc galax} C&n I., ""N 

JiiTt''''lLl.. "[oJ<,, or l·he- dis.1X'l'8ion ,l],tribul ions. ""'TI' calculated "-<ltl art' ShuWH ill T~uk J, 1, 

~lap' of "cC! &nJ " II I "W~ ",,!<,ko to .t\l<iy ,ho n",lc<\l(a, ,uoJ atomic g".' di'p"', i"", 

t hrO\lgh(~lt t.he inner <ii-IN "f g,~=it,,_ Fig"'''' ~ .. ~ and .1 .4 <ii>pby ,r.:, CO anct III Ji'p""ion 

nk~p< of rOP'""""nht;YC g'.J="', . Tho ,""ntml region, 0/' ga];;xie, ru,,·~ very high d;,;p,,,,ion, 

an<i,.\i'p"",i@ m(nN< ctNTO ___ flut hor away from ,he>" "'!i"'''' Tho high <iiop"rs;<m ""'" in 
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i 
o 

, 
I 
" 

C.',.._., .. ,:', .j( U 1( "" 

VoIo<::1ty D "I"",,,,n Doff ... """. Ikm ;'1 
" , • 

VeIoc'y c., "",~"" ~"to<J 

Fi~LIre ~.~; (Tuv} Dl>lrilmlLuJl> uf ~l\t' ][I and CO Ji,,,,,,,,junt; fur KeC H38. T"'I'Mr left 
"nd "ighl fi~= 'He hi'l(}~r~lll' u[ (he Ji,po:n;0n ,hIT~jm.;c "GO ~lll ~nrl di,p.:",iQJl rm iQ 
'7H1/a(.'() dllitriunliou; iu '\CC 47.%. 

the <'Clltr"] rC!(ioJ18 <'Duld he cXII)(W'ro\,-.,j ,",,'-"<>'" OfIOIAli"". &"'.~ high .1;';p<T,i on "rue \""" 

arc 1\100 [UWH] in the ullier areH-' uf the ~~l,ui<,>, TILe ,,"",.,[ ,tl,,".lLIn" i" bl ~~j Ihan W''' in 

t he "co -"HI lll~J", ~nJ th" "mUm,,, "b, ","'m "m(~)theL Figu", ~_ ll MH."'-' di,trioolion, 

of CO n]ocity rli'p""ioTI' m iu", of t he g~l~xi", Ih~l were OD.' IY"M in 'he "mnplc Till, CO 

wlocity di'p"""lon ,on!("" rrc>m ~ 5 \0 ~ 25kw< ': \lith 1)\"''''' mnging ronging fml)l 6 

tu 15krn,-1, ,,[oot uf tbe g:Jaxiili ha,-e rne~n mlull< klc .. - lOklll,-l, NCe ;,u-,~. NGe 

tiG.j6, .\'GC :JJ77, NGe fl~_'i, NGC 21)0,1, NGr" ,'ilq. hUU .\'GC Jlq~ h:"" mall" ~ixe18 ""i,h 

'JeD q km ,_1, The J H, V"],,,,,, rallgt' fmm R to :l(J km ,-I, wit.h mod,·, mllg'u~ from II tu 

2~ km ,_I, lI11lik t.he ( '0 rll<p~"~)jR the III v"loci'y u~p"r"iou di.,t.ribntiou, uecliue Lefure 

the imp'><lNl III vclodt,' m.ol"t~,u c",,...,U, 

1'1<", of ui'J",,,,i,," ditM,,,",,·, ~lld rl"I""",~m ml j" rli,tril",jjon, Inr ,>.II 1 he ,;").,,,i., iu the 

"'l)lP'" are ,Jmwn in Figt)r'" 3.7 on,l 3.6. TlX' "er> "III ,-olue, l'otlj(e IrOl)l 20 to fJ km'- 1 

mJd "1111"(,0 liom 0,5 to 3,5 ('co l'i~W'. 3.7 ~"tl J,S) We [,,'~d G~ , .. si~n Ill""\i", ,, ,0 th,' 

rli<p"".k>n di rrc,one"" "TId dhr-",r,ion rat"-" ",Jd delerr~iJl<'d \he n,e~n "~l"", fro'" \ho--c Hto. 

The l)lr~n vol"", for e",.jJ of the ~I\l,,;<.i", ~,e lbteJ iH T~ble 3.2. the,e ~re ""cm"p~ni«l hJ' 
the 1~ cc>ntid<:ncc in\~"',l r", the n((eJ It\e~n, TlX' fit> "AH ""<'Clnlp",ed hy the ,~l)lClf\ hc 

"1"0",,1 rc,iduo I, Ihm are 1\1,,-, fo~n d in T~hlc J_~, Thc>c wer<" <,-"kull\' {)(] h,' t~kiJl!\ \he ,um 
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"' __________________ "",. "" "'"'""'''''-: Di.'~·'ion' Ml<.l S1.nr Fnrmnt;OlL 
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'00 

"'jOO '00 , ' 00 .,"r 
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" .oo @ , '00 
,e.'. rJ 

rigel ". 3.3: Di'p"",,".m dilf~r('11CC ("(,0 ""I) (v.., ldl). ,ii'I>{1";01\ rM') (""I /"<'0) (!.>ollom 
kllj. CO di'll'-~"inl\ (holtom rigl~.J .ru.l HI ,.l\.'p""".>n (,op ngh\) '''''I''' of XCC 31~·1. Th .. , 
oolow'lI"'p ,,"Iu,," of tl>< d"p"",j"n pio" "I'~ ill "nil. (If kH,' j, 

of lh<· ,qu.amll"-'Hlllfl.h i.><l,,",cn \h< Iii "nd J","1 (,,-jlh.1t< \'-,,,," ",,,,,,,,)L<,,)10 [,.""liOll or 

,otal pixei>; in,tmci of ",solution ol"m",t, ill }'ig'm" :L:l , :I.~ :1.0':1.,,)_ (:"", ,oon!.1 1 .. t"kcll 

w]",n ;nt~rp,.."ing fit, hom NUl' 3077. NUl' 925 alld ';GC ·-1211. Th., is p.~rU\' I>c<'an,e I>ot 

,,,fI.,,y pi<o", ... ·",-0 "hove tlle no;"" lhre,;hold for Ih""" g"iaxi"" au.] ,be ('{) cmi«jon "-11'''''' 

fl.n' wry p~tchy ~nd , mali. c"",w;lJj\ VfIl-,- ",,,. roso;ut.;O<l clomeul' The me~n "co "HI 

\")110;' 7_2 11_3km. 1. au • .1 lYH'au dl,v=ion ratio' "111/"1''' IS 1_54 ',-O, l~km , 1_ Th~ 

rep"",".1 Om11" iu Ill "", mO"n,"", t he "',and."d doviatiom of I."" ntt,-.,.1 n","n v~h"", ror lll~ 

golax;"'o. 

nq}~"io" ra1100 ~re ""<y ,,,,lul )"""'.u"" unlike tb~ dil"c,'ellc", t he,- me mo,~ indepeud",l1 

of th" ;u)!j();u1.o vaIn,,, of t~t' (li"IX'r:;;om. A rich .ub"trocturt' irJ 'J(.'o - 'JHI i.. prominmt 

in tbe m.po, ,,';th value,> lha! an' u<>t uuiform a('roo, ga)oct;c Ji,h I'hi'1> mirrorrx! in the 

'J H, / 'Jco map!'. llw ,.:ale of cliiT"n'llOOt; oo\",,,,,n l1< El r and CO J"IX" .. b nn 'h<' ~a:ax". In 

ever,- gal,,''')' ,1<n' are >l1",1l rc'ginn, where 1.h" app~rcnL CO Ji'p<'r<ion, are h;j\hcr ,han t1< 

'Th .. n. "k"b""l roo oJl 'he " I"",," =I"din, Nee jOlT .,d \'e e 2M l, b'.'m_' ,f tix· "'oti,,'. 
I"",· j~ ,-",<'Joo,,-,. ",,, •• ,il ,,', Ii .. ", """'" ,.., ",",. ,'-" 
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Pil')1I'e ·3 , 1 0 ;0 1-"" '" '''' d;'r~renc" ("CO - "H Il (top]d, :', di'pc'"iun rati<.J ("HI /"<"0) (oo\Lom 
lei!':,. CO ui,V"r.iOll (!>u\lum righq ~nJ JJI ui,pcroi<.Jn (tup right) m'l'" of N(~8 2\)70. 'j'h~ 

c"luurma~ ",]"", uf the '];'I"""io~ ph, ,,,0 in unit' of km ._ 1 

HI rii,,,,,,,,,,"lS. ]n Lho Cente'" nr rnnw of thc' galax;">; WGC 51)55, NGG li~46, ~GC 2'J()J, 

"nO ~GC 7J:ll. """ Chl''''''- ~ a,!lu AI-'I-'~nuixJ Lhel'<' "'" Ht"n(k-d l'''gi<.Jn.' ",l~"", th<· CO 

di'V"l~>.m, ore app,ucnL iy hi~her th"n tho 1ll riisp(,-,ioo, The"" re;io))S h,we 'mpri<i~g iy 

low "H / /"'-'0 rll.t"", p"" of the ""pi,'Mtioo tnr 'he hi~h rli'p"rsion in ,j",,,.-. n:giom ,'0" J.i 

h·c rillO to "he <t.<"p gm,\icnt in """" ,ion ,'d,"'it.\' in Ute Ix",,, riw.' \u "("'~ H>(a(iun ''UI\'C~ 

in tho ,'Cn'ml ""~i,,n, of tj", gal""i "" TIle lO(.a'ion l'unc~ 01 "cu' galaxi<'b W"l'<- ue\C'ffilil"'o.\ 

in ue Blnk N ~L 2(X)6. If a ,ingl,· beam incocj>oca(", re~i<.Jn> "iLh " '("'p IDt~Lion c"',,'" 

'h~ ,'docit,. ~n • .-lien' willle~ to ~n ~w""en\ b"''']' 'ning of tt.t, ,'e\uci\y pwfdes, When a 

'illgic l.--am il"" "por~i,', ... .,jUI'" witl, brg(' ""h,,:ity uih'ronc,," d1l'-' Lo w' atiull t.h~ ob""rY<'<l 

"eb.-i,-,' prof,l", in \he be~))l will l.oe wry bw",l. Thl' hwadn,,,,, i, th~ not rebt"!] ,,, 

inltin,\c Jj'IX'f"inn of the g"', l\G8 dl15~ and l\(~(, 69~0 h,'(- ""t~(xh! ,tmcture, aH~m<l 

Lhei r CC'nLralle.,jUIl> with ''-'r)' n("g"'i\'(' "co - ""I ,"1,,,,, (cOlnj~~r .. <l '<l th~ rest of thei, 

Ji,,," I. The,., "truC1.111C", ~j",-, ,h""" up in the "HI;' "CO llraj"'. 
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3.2 futrlial TrPllds ill Disjlprsioll and Star Formation 

St."' fonn,,,ioll mle 'X'Y,ily (l.."·R) lI~lf)'d of the g"tllX~" (ex"'[>l ';GC 2(~n) were obtaillM 

f,om A. Lo, oy (priv. cO(Jun.). [M.ail, of Lh.'m"p" ,,[(' da«',ih"l ill L('my (1 al (2lKlJj In 

,hon, CA J.YX ,TV ~nd ~pit,or ~4 I,m m~l'" we,"" "",l to ~oto'mine t.he Y".,. m"p'" 

(:; .1 ) 

("'1""tiO<l III m J.~my ct aL 2lKllli. veh(,,(' i r l V i, th~HI\' flux, i,.,,", i., t.he Spit,,'r 241ml 

awl i b the inc]in~1ion. Th"", 4.'lt. mop' WcW roproj('C\('(i 10 \h" "om" projection.1< tho: 

CO ",,,-llll 01J1"" '-"'0<) in \h" "n")),,,, to "IIGW compor""'"" with II", dispcr<ion ,mp', 

R,.-lL,11",n.-l, in ""0 "H' aud 1:,.,,. W("O th,'n ""died. Tl;[, t.a,k ELLl Yl' """ u"",1 to 

.wcr"~" (he ~i,pcl'"io", hmi ~",'lt. in dlipti<'al ll.lmali 1-\-'(' """ll~ ' ,ieod ~nn"li. P",ition 

"ngh anJ Incli""1io'''' fmm \\'~lt!'r e\ ~I ('lfJlll) (,hoir Tab]" I) were ,...,.1 t.o dohno tho 

dli""" [or euth ollhe g"l ~x,"s . The r" (the i"""hm"l ,,,,lius 01 which 'he ~\W~W' <lL,f,.-" 

b[ightlJe" i, 2'>rnar,urc_'-'j ,001'e< ~(;re ~I<o Illk" lrom Wollel el ilL (2[11pjj, Radilll 

I'I'Giib; or I ho "CD' "H' ,.,)<1 1:,,.,,. we", prooll(",-j ~lld rcp,o,cn, ~li\'O 1'1"", ~Tl' in Fig""" ~ . 0 

",,,-l :UU; \1>0 radio.! ~'o\s to" oll UK g"bxic. '''" founo i" 1ho ,\ppcndix. A, befme only 

",'e,", w""'" \1>0", ;" 1.",lh CO ~nd HI omi,,",on ~r,o\1''' 4" 10\1'1 "'1'n' ""'0 . 

We fin~ \h~1 (ho ~i'pc"io t)" docro,,-«' with ,,,din,. which i, in "8,O<'mo nt WlT h T~mkmo 

('l a:, {200j). Til., lf~"d i. e\;,],,'.1 m """,,\ of <I", g~bxic" (e .g. I\G(, GWG . Fi1,'ll'e ~ . 1O). hut 
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3.3 Star Formation 31 

Table ;1.2: The Gaussian weighted meall dispersioll differellce (aco - aHI) and dispersion 
ratio (aUI/aeo) for each of the galaxies. The 1a confidence regions are included as the 
error ill the fitted means. 

:\allle :\IC'an Sum of the :\Iean Sum of the 
aCO-aHI Squared aHI/aco Squared 

[kIll s-l] Residuals Residuals. 
:\GC 628 -4.6 (±0.1) 0.0005 1.47 (=0.01) 0.0005 
:\GC 925 -7.2 (±0.1) 0.0082 l.68 (=0.03) 0.0013 
:\GC 2403 -6.0 (±0.1) 0.0031 l.62 (=(l.(ll) 0.0019 
:\GC 2841 -8.2 (Hl.7) 0.0060 1.49 (=(l.04) 0.0061 
:\GC 2903 -8.6 (±0.1) 0.0006 l.30 (=0.01) 0.0037 
:\GC 2976 -5.2 (±0.1) O.00l8 1.39 (=(l.(13) 0.0067 
:\GC 3077 -11.5 (±O.6) 0.028 l.50 (::::::0.03) 0.021 
:\GC 3184 -7.6 (±O.l) 0.0005 l.76 (=0.01) O.OOlE> 
:\GC 3198 -8.0 (.lO.2) 0.0035 1.39 (=0.03) 0.0083 
:\GC 3351 -8.1 (±0.2) 0.0048 l.86 (=0.02) 0.0019 
:\GC 4214 -7.6 (±O.l) 0.0066 l.87 (-:-0.02) 0.0048 
:\GC 4736 -7.0 (±O.l) 0.0012 1.40 (=(l.(ll) 0.0039 
:\GC 5055 -7.1 (±0.1) 0.0022 1.49 (::::::(J.(ll) 0.0013 
:\GC 5194 -8.7 (.lO.l) 0.0021 l. 63 (= (J.(12) 0.0034 
:\GC 6946 -6.2 (±0.1) 0.0014 1.46 (::::::0.01) 0.0017 
:\GC 7731 -8.9 (±0.4) 0.0023 l.33 (=0.03) 0.0038 

not so clear in a few galaxies (e.g. NGC0628, Figure 3.9). The star formation rate density 

also declines with radius as expected. In the rcgions with both HI and CO detections it seems 

that the aeo is better correlated with ~SFR than am. but quantification and ycrificatiOll of 

this was not done in the thesis. The HI velocity dispersion has greater fluctuations than CO 

velocity dispersion. which declines morc smoothly. ~'hen the aeo radial trcnd flattens out 

- the I.:SFR seems to do so as well in many of the galaxies. The \'Clocit~, dispersions show an 

exponential decrease as docs the star formation rate dellsity, 

3.3 Star Formation 

In order to study the relationship hetwecn dispersions and star formation rate density, the 

L:SFR pixels were hinncd into 10garithIllic bins of size 0.02 dex. The mean a H 1. aeo and 

aHJ/(TCO in each bin were calculated. Plots of the results arc shown in Figures 3.11. 3.13 

and 3.15. The uncertainties in the plots were defined by determining the average of the 

dispersion (or (T HI / (T co) uncertainties in each I.:SFH bin. The dispersion uncertainties of the 

individual pixel dispersions were thc outputs from XGACFIT. 

There is a large variation in aHI hetween the galaxies: there is much less nll'iation in 

(Teo. Figures 3.1l. 3.1:3 and :3.15 all show evidence for the existence of three regimes. At low 

I.:SFR values (I.:sFR <; 1O-2.6:\Ic yr- I kpc- 2), aeo \'alues are low (<;10 kms-I) and there is 

no dear correlation betwcen (Teo and I.: SFR . The (TIII also seems to show no correlation. but 
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FigllT(' :Ul ' 1'h,· mdi,~ly 'lIH)thO<! CO and III d;,<p<'""ic"" fI.nd 'h" "1..>< [",mation mt~ 
,kn;i"}, V""'\I.' mrli~ lin lInito of rro) ill NGC ~2R Log di'p""ion3 aT" plot.t....-I ~n,1 log "'fir 
form"'"", mte ,lcmi(.y - 3 i, pl.-.tt<'<i (with 1;",,, in (he nni,s [\1", Myr j kpo- 'I!. 

lhew io a h"- mOre ocatl~r, The", i, "!so JW do",,' currelMi,xl Le("'-"ll ~HI/~CO ~mll.:sFR 

in lhL' n':l;ime. The lAJge varlli,liou; L<~~'C~'ll ~.J=i<-" ',mId k ,hw t,,, Ihe lar~" variation.' 

"'-'-" In "HI [k~,,~'-'n ]{) - ,,'; < l.:"", S 10- 1 ' (uui',,; M. ,;-r - 1 kp,,-') tbc..-e i., a mud, 

deaT"" ccrrol"tinn , J('() and "III incmo"," wi,h incr~""ing log1;,,,. in a more linm" lll~nn," 

th fln in the 1m"",, ",,[(ime The "e() ell"'" Ti.", lI1(>fe "t<,<,ply thn "III. TI", " • .,/"co ratio 

alsu ,koclincs Ill ",,,rlv in this ',,!,;i'IlC AmI (he rc-wiiun bcl..-cclt J;'FR aud "lfJi"CO is ,nllch 

ligh\,~' t10u , d~li()u" wilh HI alld 00 ,It''l'''mor,,. Tl", trcnds in lhi, r <,\\imc a[e deod" 

N:tn,,'n in Figur",,:l 12 , :1, ]" and :U6, .\(;C :1077 .,Iand" out iu Figur<' :1, I ~. ",,"flU",' it< ~urY~ 

remm",' c,"'., fin' ,,, .. "" lI""t of Il~' rcgiulo ""ing diocu,,",ed then h,., a ;h"'P drop at M high,.,-

1;"'11 "",Ill,,,,. F .... ,,,,,'11. > 10 l..'~ 1 yr 1 kp< ' tl'" ""ro],., inn, m'<' nut "-, ,~rong.o< in 

the kn"", } :".-,. ",*im" , ~1\(1 the !f",'licnt , ~,o ~I ,,, ~mcmlly higl"". The'~ 01" I""." ,,," br~" 

,..,.i.tium I>c'\,wccu (he g"laxjc, All }~,." < 10 '1<-1 }T j kpc " "Nnes "'-~" no! nS<'<.l 'll 

lh€ >,,'o(jediu~ anah',i, J.xaw;c (.he wle'TlaillL,, ' in llw.e .,uuc", .. as (.00 11lgh, 

In '",'<i"J to clt~c<'minc ",1..,l1" , l1e tlcm), extelLJ oul to [OJ!j()lb "'1"-",, II"'J" i, JW OC" 

,.,<:labl., CO a'k l abo lo ._ whe\b€r the .,,'orall Hll rt'lld, are thlTert'lLl from tl~"., of HI ill 

llw n ,:>;io", wilh J<'ltd,~i CO , we ,tudioJ the diB I"-",,ioll-SFR Id~lioIC.JLip ()ver the cutin' 
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3,3 Slar Fotln""-Oon 
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Fi~Ule :U(); 'l'he ",,,hali..- 'Ul(x,tJ~~i CO ~ud HI di'p,,,,ious aI~i tI~· """" f()[I='~lU rat<' 
demil)" n".m radi,", (in lIni" ofr",) in "'(;(' fofW{). Log <ii"",,",ion' a,-o p1>ttod "lid Jog ,tar 
fornl~ti<m rote donsity - _, is pl",.(N1 (Wil h Y."." in the uni" , [\1, \Iyr 1 XIX 'Il-

'\l<!-formin~ di,k, U"por,ion ""'1" {~. III we'ro modo f .. · ""iro {Ii-,k, of t.h~ b~l,ui"". ~nd 'h~u 

~ ":mil~r IwocKlur~ w 1 he one dCOClil>cJ I)!C' ioml}' w~, applicJ to th"",, di'l"''''ion'_ FiWlte 

3.17 "how' th"t r·he c",·rcll1.tiO<1 bct",'c" n HI .-dO('jl} Jj'>",rojon anu ESFR ",,",l, o.-er lhe en

til-c st~r- fo,:miug di,k Tlw ('orrel~tion ex;"\:; ~t ,,)1 "ilue.,; 0[ l:'FR ~"d tire BofR ~ 10-'-' ~1-~ 

}'t 1 k>",-' -' l h,c>;hold mewiO<Je<lI",cvi,xL,ly i, llO'. >1$ "k'''' a, in ,een tl~, l"",'iou; fi,r.:u,,-,> , 

Ih,,,-e dO(" !oQ" .. evec "PI'''''''- to he a ~"diellt cl~onge M tho '.h""'hold ,~lllO' ll\entiu~o<i prod_ 

<-,u>l ... (;';oFI< _ HI - '-" awl Iii "'~Ic, yr 1 XI''' ',>. !-,,,, ;';"." ~ 10 '\1,. yr j kpc ' N(;C 

2~4],; '''''"c ,h()ws ' "("I"", ormtic b('h~viou,. (""" Figure J, 17;. Thi s lxha\·imLl <4"", u(){· OCeut 

in ,he- other pi",.,. which indicar", th~l-- the ertal~' beh~\'j"'lJ of the "U1W IlI«", be d"" 10 

h ... ~ N pixels Of pixels [rom Ill<' ' ''IItnJ regio!! ",jJ(OF.e di>I-"-'roiono are not ~ true judie~\iDJj 

of \he ",·i<!rh, 0[ Iheil H·loci l.,\· prolih, 
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Figure ~,ll: Plul of ~l", aVl't"~cJ ill Ji'r""~ioJ,-.; ,'Clb'" the "at [,,,,'Hlalk>n 1'~\C <leI";'" [01 
C'a('h of th" ~alaxi<'" £",1 coluUl C'OO:ICSponJ, lu an iU<.!i,jdual ~al", \', and the :\GC unllli"", 
uf t he g.oj,,-~i(", "n' ,l>.""n ill ~he leg,'wl. 
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l'i~u", 3. 12: Tho ~\'('mgod III ili'p" "iOl~ 'c'r<u.> the >tar furmaliOll ral~ ,Ie",i!}, fur e""h 
u[ th<.' g~:.u:i",,_ Thi, i , the part of Fig"'" .1.11 (hal (X-'''''''' the L"R muge whc..-e a ,1,W!.' 
,1<"",= in "'" /"C() i> dear. j£a<'h ""lour CutTC"'POll(b to all ill<i;,:dua: golaxy. amI the 
XCC ""mho"" of ' '''' galax;"" :\Ie ,hoven in (1;, .. je~'ll(!. The ,·wJthar,Ole ,I>oW<1 in Figurt
~,ll and l'il~ 'C omit.t,,\ here to make ,he' plc .. do .. aHT. 
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3,3 St ar Forlll~tion 

• 0628 

• 0925 
• 2403 

• ,W 
~ • 2976 , , • 3077 

"- • "M 

'" • 3351 

- • 3198 
,~ • 4214 i' 

" • ,no 
"- • ,~, , 

Q 5194 
~ • 'M' ~ 

v • 7331 

FiK\lrc 3.13, The aVl'''\,:c~1 CO J;'v,-~,io(j' veml" lhc' ,lar: [Ot:II~ llioli w l c' ,leli,ily [or ,-",eh 
of IIx' K~lilxk,. Earh ooluur "'JrL'ilill<J1lJ, 10 au il~li"~hwl gal=y, 'me! lhe :\CC numJx,,,, o[ 
t hc ~!ll""ic~ ar," ,hown iu the ie'gene!, 
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I 0628: - 00" 
, - 2403 
' - ,W 
- 2976 
- 3077 
- 31 84 
- 3351 

- "'" - 4214 
-,,~ 

- "" 5194 

I- 'M' - 7331 

I'igw'c' 3,[4; '['t.., ",'e ' ag,-ri CO rlbp<Isi<m< VeT,," tho <1 ~r f()fmM . .,n ,.nle "",,,i t )' r0l' ".om 
u[ the gakcxie" l'hi, i., t he P"" of F igure 3. 13 'h~t oowr, \ Ix' };",,, ,..on~c '" he'" ~ "l<'",ly 
dee re""" in "HJ/ffro i< do~r. F~Yh CO"lUI wM'e,po",,' to.on ir)(li ";,ilwl ~.o l =", ~"rl ,hl' 
'-.;GC nun>!",,.,, (If tho g~bx;,-,; ~'" '1\0~· n in lhl' k~cn,] Thl' <no,.hal'8- =' , how" in Fi~u l\' 

:l.l:l a,nd ",,,ro' omittro hero til mal<,-- th<c plo< cleo'cr . 
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j i~Uf\' ~,l:; : 1'],>< "III." "\~,.~"d rlL')"'lb~J'" rali" 'U~,", Ih ... ,I~r lunu"liun ,_te' (~ 'Jj"h' 
IV! """IJ ,,{ th,' ~"t.,k'b.. R1ch ",J. ..... """'-"J"m<\, \0 OIl iJjrl;"irl\l~1 K~""}. ~n,l ,he' ;\CC 
"""'\"'"" ,,( I),. 3'~"-"'" "'" ,!" ..... ~ in (I. kW'oo. 
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Fig'''" :1.)1;, I I,... ."'r"~' .. :i di<!",,_iUl," ,,,Iiu "''''", Ill<, ,L",- formati"" mk (~'Jj'i'" fur .'""u 
Ii tho g,"""k<. I hi. " T,o<, P'''' uf Fi,(w'" J,t> t.h.at ('U"''''' II., ESFR ,a1lj(" wu,"'· a'lea,I,I' 
d<·".,"a~ in "111/","0 ;... d.,", "" ",,11 ,,,low- C()!n,;pund, Io:J OIl il~ji\·i(!n"l ~iJ""v, "", I \1,,
N(;(' n""~ .·'" I~ tJ~· g_I",H""", .1""" ill Ihu l''g''~J, 1110 l'lfolh"n;"", ,h"",u;u F~\ID: 
:I.l.\ oml "" ft· U,,"tt • ..j ]"'''' Tu " "''''' ' he IX'''' d<',\,,~·. 
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Figur<: 3.1 T Plot 01 the """,aged l!l Ji,~r;;"'j'" ",,,u, (h · """ furlll~lioll ralt· ""Il>iLy fur 
c""h nf llw ~"lax;", t h;,; is of oil the pi:..:cL, ill , Il() gt<l"",y ~'I. 'rt' III <'llli"ion" higher thot 
(he 4" liOr..., ('ul-off, Ji,~nli(Hl y""'"'' I.h"" (ho vdoelty """Ju';on and with . tar fU'-llla,·n u 
ra'" dCIl.,i'y at>o" , 10- ; \1 " :-",_. , kp<' , 
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Chapter 4 

Results · Profiles, Inclination and 

Distance effects 

4.1 Velocity Profiles 

In the preceding chapters. the dispersions used have been from Gaussian distribution fits to 

the data. In this {"hapter we quantify how \\'<'11 Gaussian distributions fit tIl(' data {"OIl1parpd 

to Hermite fits. The HI and CO velocity profile shapes and the Gaussian and Hermite fits 

were analysed in seven of the galaxies (NGC 628. :\"GC 2403. :\"GC 3184. :\"GC 3077. :\"GC 

5055. :\"GC 6946) in order to determine the fitting function that is used for the entire sample. 

The large majority of velocity profiles in the galaxies can be represented by the plots in 

Figures 4.3 and 4.2. In this it is clearly evident that the shapes of the HI and CO velocity 

profiles are mostly Gaussian. On inspection the Gaussian and Hermite l1:l both fit the 

wlocity profiles well (quantificatioll of the goodness-of-fits is found ill Sec.4.2). However, 

in some regions the profilcs appear to be very aSYIllmetric and non-Gaussian in shape. 

Exalllples of profiles frOIll these regions are showli ill Figure 4.3. I II these regions both 

Gaussian and Hermite 113 fits struggle to fit the data. but they at least secm to capture the 

widths of the profiles well. The Hermite h3 fits are bettpr than the Gaussian olles in thesp 

regions. 

4.2 Different Fitting Functions 

The reduced X2 of the fits and the uncertainties ill the fitted dispersions ,,'en' llsed to assess 

the suitability of Gaussian. Hermite 113 and Hermite 114 funct iOlls for use in the velocity profile 

fit t ing and det ermining of vel(){"it~· dispersiolls suit ahle for t his work. The relat ive dispersion 

39 
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4.2 Dilf~r~nt Fittir.g- Functions 
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ri~ure 1.2- j(C'l'r",,'-'nl~li,-c pju-l" of t he velocity pronleo fOLmd ill the ga!=ico :.Jl..Jy""d. hl 
c,,,,,h ph the ()ngin."ll ,L~t.~ (CO iu r~(! dots, III hi". "'l"""") i, plotted. l\'ith h""" of th<-
Ga"",i"n fil, (black "nd parple .oIld 1m.,;) and H~rmit. h" H« (d..,h~d cyan and green 
line,) l'rufilC's ~rc from Nne 297G (lop 1<-ft) , NGC 3077 (top left) and :--':(;C GU46 (hotto", 
l",'o l'kll» . 
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-1.3 Effect of Distance and Inclination 

uncertainties from the Gaussian. Hermite h:) and Hermite h4 plots of two representative 

galaxies are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 . These clearly show that the relative dispersion 

uncertainties (aui/c/a) of Hermite h4 dispersions arc much higher than those of Hermite h3 

and Gaussian. Hermite h;) aUI/(·/a are similar. but have slightly lower values than Gaussian 

anne/a. Thi~ is tnt<' for III and CO fits. CO fits have highf'r rdatiVC' llIJ('ntaintif's than 

HI in general. The differences between Gaussian and Hermite 113 uncertainty distributions 

arc lllllch smalln for CO fits compared to III fits. From thesf' plots we can Sf'f' that t1w 

uncertainty in the HI velocity dispersions fit by Gaussian and Hermite II;) functions is ;; 5o/c. 

Tllf' lInCf'rt aint i('s in III dispf'rsions fit. by II('rmit f' h ... is;; 1O/(. The uncertainty in Gaussian 

and Hermite h3 CO VC'locity dispersions is ~ 7/( to ~ 20o/c. The uncertainty in Hermite h4 

dispersions ranges from ~ 10% to ~ 45%. 

The reduced .\ 2 between Hermite 1t3 and Hermite h4 arc shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 

These were calculated by XGACFIT. and the noise values shown in Tablc 2.1 were used as 

the standard error in the calculation. The plots clearly show that the reduced .\ 2 \'alues for 

Gaussian and Hermite h3 are similar. The Hermite h.1 reduced X2 values arc similar but a 

little lower for the HI. \\'hereas the CO values are very similar to the other fits. The CO 

reduced \:2 values are lower than the HI X2 values. ThC'fcfore Gaussian fits gC'llC'rally haw 

good \: 2 values and the lowest rdative errors in dispersion. 

4.3 Effect of Distance and Inclination 

As discussed in Sections l.5 and l.4 the scale at which onC' measures dispersions is impor

tant in order to he able to interpret them. At small scales the \·elocity dispersions have a 

power-law relationship with molecular cloud size (see Section l.4: Larson et al 1981 and the 

references noted in the section). The distances of our galaxies range from 2.9 to 14,7 ;\Ipc, 

therefore the scales at which our dispersions are being measured range from 200 pc to 1 kpc. 

As the inclinations of galaxies increase, the contribution of the planar dispersion a J •y to (Job" 

also increases. As discussed in Section 1.4, the two components are anisotropic. The broad

ening effect of galactic rotation also increases, therefore distorting the observed profiles. The 

df(,(,t of scale and indillat ion 011 our lIH'Clsuwd uisp<'l'siolls can affect our int erprd at iOllS of 

the data. \Ye therefore plotted the modes of the CO and HI dispersions against inclination 

and dist alH'(' in orun to uet <'l'mine how great t 11<' eff(,(,t is on the measll]'('d dispersions. Sec 

Figures -1,8-4.1l. The distributions have different widths and are not all Gaussian. In order 

to estilllate uncertainties we usc the dispersion histograms (e.g. Figures 3.11-3.12) for each 

galaxy. we sum the number pixels from the miminum dispersion bin until 12.5o/c of the total 

number of pixels were counted: then similarly pixels were summed from the maximulll dis

persion bin until 12.5o/c were coullted. The dispersion values where 12.5Yc was reached from 

the minimum and maximum sides constitute the range of dispersions ('ontaining 7So/c of the 

pixels. The ranges of dispersions that 75% of the pixels in each galaxy COYCl' were shown as 

f'rrorbars in t 11(' aboV('mf'nt ioned figures. The peaks of many of the C() dispersion dist ribll-
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tion> ""~ <"1= to the 5,2 km ,_1 ~"""T>i@ cu, -off. ~lIJ th,' tTlIe 12_-'% 10,,'" houud for OUlUe 

Ji,tributiOll' fall, l>elu", tbis cut-ofT ,,~llLe and i> therefore inde!oenuina\", Th" "rrurk", for 

,iI<'><' are dowu '0 ' he di'JX'f.iot, C11 t_0I1 .. "h~· in Figur"" <1 ~_4_9, Some g"lax;"" ,uch .. , N(;C 

m·w anJ NGl ' !l2,~ ,how no I",,'''' l>Olll"!' feo- ,heir 757< rang<!» (for HI disp<',_,ion) """~ll'" 

1"'-1(0 fr",,(iOll" uf . heir l.ix,'I, at(' in \he lail< uf ,I.,i, di",.itHl'io[J" IN.ding (.0 hi'"",l ,,~I\lC~_ 

Figun.,; 4 ~ anJ .),10 ,h"", ,·hat th.n; i; I'" d"~r r<'1~l-i()[l h<tu..,eJj ,-dudh Ji, ["."" iun, 

aoo di" a ll<.'e, o[tbe g,uax;"" ([or our 2. ~ - 1~.7 MIX' range). There i_' a hin< of a rurrdation 

with inolin~t ion . Imt. Figu ... " ~. 9 anct 4.11 unly ,how t<'fltat iYe e.-iden,,,, ofthi', The fraction 

of galaxi"" with J"p",_,i(m "angc' . 1"" ~ 1::; km ,_I in<r(""C with in<=",ing inciinMio~ ("" 

rigu",~ 4.9 ,,,,,,I .t ll), tlri. trewl ie not ;'" c",~' in the C"",,, of inCl'('<L<illg ,)i"an"" ''-GC 

7:JJI lWJ .'\CC 3~o l haw thc ). ' 1(""" III diepcrsion "~L~"', while "CC 7331 ~wl -"CC 1730 

h~,'c (he Iar:<:o'\ CO d isp",si<>n rangc', 
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Chapter 5 

Individual Galaxies 

In this Section we discuss some of the peculiar features in XGC 5055. XGC 3077 and XGC 

69-16. 

5.1 NGC 5055 

The CJeo - CJIII map of ::\GC 5055 IS very intriguing (Figure 5.1). There is an extended 

central structure where CJeo > CJHJ, and an X-shaped structure surrounding the central 

region that culminates in two large lohes where CJeo - CJHJ <::: -25 kms- I These features 

arc found nowhere else in the galaxy at such large scales. These structures arc found in the 

CJHr/CJeo map as well (sec Fig.5.2). The central region (surprisingly) has CJHJ/CJeo <::: 1. In 

the eastern (right) lobe the X-shaped structmc is more prominent. \Yhen one looks at the 

distribution of CJ III and CJeo there arc many pixels with high dispersions (CJ > 25 km S-I) 

and the ahowmentioned structures show up in the CJeo - CJJJJ and CJHJ/CJeo distribution 

histograms as asymmetric skewness ("tails") of the histograms towards high values. 

To understand these regions it is necessary to look at the individual dispersions in the 

region. The wlocity profiles from the celltral regioll show t hat the HI and CO have high 

dispersions. but interpreting any dispersions from the central regions of galaxies is fraught 

with uncertainty. It is not always clear whether the line of sight observations actually probe 

intrinsic dispersions and individual gas clumps aggregates. There is more uncertainty in 

non-face-on gala.xies like XGC5055 (i = 59°, from Table 2.2). XGC 5055 has a steep rotation 

curw in the inner regions (de Blok ct al. 200S) and that combined with its inclination will 

result in higher levels of beam smearing and therefore more unphysical broadening of some 

of it s velocity profiles. '1'1](' profil(~s frOlll t 1](' ccnt ral rq~iOll arc \Try Gaussian in shape (sp(' 

Figure 0.3). The profiles frolll the two lobe structures arc \Try illteresting (see Figures 5.5 

ami 0.,1) - t]l(' III profiks seem lllore dist.ort ed than t he CO velocitv profiles. The III pl'ofiks 

have tails which lie in the directions opposite to where thc gas is moving (or at least opposite 

to the motioll of the main Gaussiall peak). Even though the Gaussian fits are not as good as 
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Figur~ 5. I, Plot of tlM' rli<p"r<iotl ctiH"'''lOl'' ,,( '0 - "If! in r;G{' ,')(][).~ {,,;ith t Ix- c<)louri"" 
rcpr~""nting "co - rrll' in kIll ' - ')_ 

Map!' of "m amI ~co wnlm" "h.t hull! Lho <7Hl and <7CO are hiKh ill th,· celltral 

"'ginn (l 'igurc 5 .~) '1')., P~)t, indJ< a!<, t)",t th<o X-regioll al"" h&, high di.'pcr<ioIC" the high 

d;,..,mon "'WI., of CO an,j t"" les,,," rlcr;J"C'<' HI at<' corl'da«"j 'n the X_"hap".1 'lrtrtur<: 

iu lll .. r<':I;ion_ TI,e ctJi'\Lnr\ lor.,,; """m teo "" "'h"", the ('0 rlisl>e,.si~u< have dccrca'«:'d 

",,"lparL,l \u U..:' c<."ntral"l'j(iulls, hut the HI dbp'-'ThlOII.> hal'" nol d,'olea",'] Lv .. ' much 

Figure 5.7 i, a picot of JH Ii Jco ",,,,",,d 'l'iilh (F!lV from G AL/;'X archi,-" I and 2~ !m! (fcou! 

Spd2er archh .... I (",'hi.:;h a", ,tor_formation "<J.Cer.1 contou" Th~ plo' ,00"'''' t h"t the two 

lo/)(", are corrdatNl .. ;ith or~,>i of h~h ,tor fu .. m~t~m. 

NGe ,1-(15:; i, " LTV -Lrigh\ Lll->t:R (\Iao< j\l9(i I, with ~ p'eculi~! [lOll-poirc( lik uriKht LY 

""lIn'<' ~t tl ... , cent,.,- (M"", ,>( al. HI'l5 I. Ih,· cu!tr'~1 ,,~io!l i, Iwo .. m to he pocllli~r lWd h .. , 

l>ri~ht He> oont;nunm cmis,hm ann ~ I"'g~ fraction of Im,'I, h~"c tv.!" emi",ion line, (Bbl,_ 

OtK'IWtW <'t. "I 2O}j). When emiAAlon we<; """matm into two rliff~"'nt. , 'd"citv cotnJ->O[I('nn 

0[1(' t<.'ml'<'lLCm ,h,",,'(,<j \"..0 nowoo, uf high I>""ul;,,, ,·d<.><:iU", find \~(' l,,,e,,,,uoc of fI ~igh 

imel";l,' ]{" t<.,un\cr-wj.a,,"g ui,k '" hipobr uu\Au .... wa, "=",,(orl lor Illai,-()"dlc\\~ d 

aL (2001), Pism" ot ~l. (Em:») ~nct Abn<J.,io,' ",>oi SiI'chonko (2U(l2) ~I", fouM ",,,,maim., 

<!.mcturo, ilL th~ ""ntml regiol" that. ,how,-.rl (i<l'artu"" from tr". owmll mt.~tiolL of th,· 

g~lan. The Figure ;,.~·5,G ,-",,,,itv profil'" , how th~t th~ro ;,.. HI an<i CO ~][ji .. ,i(}n al high 
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fig"r" 5_G 11," di;""roioH difti"",>ce "('(I "III in \-GC 50&, o,'crhrl with contom" uf "III 
(whit<·) wd ""0 (hl»cl) TIl<' colourh", i, ~G() "HI in un"" 01 m , '-

p;Jculil" vdocil;"o, Lh' III h~\'ing m1l<'h winor ,,,locity mng.-.; th.1n ,h,: CO (hone<' 'h~ higher 

d"l)C~"llJtj) TJw "llOP"o 'Of ,],,, p~,tiko "", co.-..bv-",- ,,'it], ontflowo but the X-,t,nc\"", 

tht I' S<'eu in Ih. mapt; d",,; ]I'" ',."el" t.u lit Lh. hil-'Ol~l uudluw U1 cuun~[-ro\~\ing diok 

hn'()t!~''lC'. Al>othel illter",ljOJg [C~~lU~ i, lhal the 1Il i, i".,i"g ~rtccl"d mure """,,>'Iv th" 

the CO (profile> are mo<e di<lo.-!<'d \.lliIJ\ the CO,, i<JJd 1."","\[>" of Lhi' w. """ j~rge ,bper>i<Jll 

ni!k",r'C(' regh" " ill Lh" lU"]:<'" 

5.2 NGC :m77 

Nee :J077', di'I"'1";'lll clilfen~\{·{' nH'I\ i, p<""li~r h""~l1."", i, ,how, t","O di"inct regime< of 

"GO - THI (.", Figure 5.~t 111" hi,tuW"'" ul the rli'V'"ion< incl)("~'es \h~1 111['1'" ~re two 

popuia1.iO!" or ~GO ill thi' gala',. h\ll unly ~ ,ing" "HI l-'Ol,"lbti.-,n The CO di'pr'r<jon 

rnap confillll' the w.",,»I"e of t",o "co jX>i-'"loOtion.<_ The pop"loOtiom ~l"{' "'Po01'."'· from eru:tl 

ulh", and ""'"'' to he ,,"hoOt ~oOn"'< ,he ni,jjnct "'gions of "('0 "111_ TlN' m1L"'-' of th""" 
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Rii'" .t."",,," 1120001 

Figure ,'; ,7' TI>< rli'p<'r<io" ctifk,c"c.· "'0'0 (1111 in NGe 00:'" ",'",lllld whh l'l:V e'LIli"i"" 
(hbck WIlIW") alld 21l'm cmb, iuIJ. (",hile m"tour,,), The ""KnITL", i, ~co - "HI in uuil> 
uf ms 1 

"Il,d, lherefore ""om .. t~ li~ in tl>< ('0. Whe" the 2·11"" .'mi<,i(JfJ (I,,,,,, 8p;~a Hrchi"c) i, 

plot.tffi mw II>< cti'jX'ffiiml ,!iff"",,,c,,' IFil~ur~ ,;.9) _ we' st'C' t hat \1., dust emi"iull i.s muol 

inten"" in the 1"ge )'('I~'-"l, i"di{'aLiIW a high "~"I [urmatioll [Ht e. The ir.t'1\l'akd illtelC,itie, 

of tlw HI tlu not (u[ r(hle with Hny ,,[ t OO regio,,:; Wi!,:u,e S,HI). wh<'",,~, tl .. , CO iu'egmt",,1 

ime'll<itic< du {'<JITd~t<, wiLh the tw" reg~'m (j-',~u", S.lI) with the high 24!,m "'gio" haying 

tlw higl""" int"ll,it.'", Frow t,bes<" p10t.. it M'('m, 0' \Mugh thoro ~re t"'~ cti"il)ct, regio", of 

(' () which h",," diff",eut ,ta, f"rul~timl r."'s. ('0 ~mi'si<m onrl rli<pcffii~,", 

XGC :lOTT ;" Il.n illteIactin!,: dwarf galaxy ""ct form, pml of II>< H~ l tri plet, which is 

H ' ,,',tew whe[e true<' int,erc.rl.ing gol"xic, ~lY' co""oc\ro h) lidal nTm< H~rl \ails (Cuurd l 

1~77. ,an ctor Hul'l 1979, Yun ." Ill, 1Cf<Jfl l\GC ~077 hl<;!Ul illle'n"dv >tar-furming ,-"re 

of I"'igh\ H" omi ~<iml, son x-,~, elll>;,inll Hlld moh'ular g'''' (I'ric<' HI~I Gulh,;un 1989, IJi 

'" al. 1Y(j.j, ilo'{',e'r Ct,u, 1~b9). Ex l<'Jl(I"j "ar f' >rIlla"io" .... ,11-, bmd in tl>< tictall.;l, 0' 

""'11 IWalt.'r .'1 HI. 2006), l"igure> ,';,~ ancl ,'; Jl , ho ... ' th M t.1><1'~ i,,, higl><l' fr"""i~n of high 

,li,,,,,"iou woK..:ul,,, g'" III r egiorL' of high ",~r form"Uuli ,,"ct high CO gK< ¥nstlv tl"''' ill 

rcr,iOlli> that do not, how high 'lor form.,tiull. Thi< CHn h., o\trih(1\o,1 tu \I., br:~' Hn10ulllb 

of "n"rgy t.h<Lt "'" h.--illg p<J llll.'tl into \k IS~! due lu (he hi~j "'"r fut'watiun IHle at lhe 

""nti'r ~f ,I>< g~l~xy. 

5.3 NGC 6946 

.\G(' 6[1<16 al,.) h" , an iutero<1ing cti'l><'''';'-''' rlitfrrc",., m~p (..:-<' Figut<' :'.12), like .\G(' 

,';1)5,'; thore i< ~ "",tr~llegi,," ,,1 .. ,\ h", "co ·"m. L"lllike NGC ')( )S5 1~)W'-'YeT, thi, region 

extenct, to ,,,It..in.-- \1>< ,,"li"''- Th",,,, ""' exle'll>iul>; \0 (he e'II-,t ,,,,,I ,ou th-(',e<t of t,h" ",n1-(1. 
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'J; In,li,-idu:..! Galaxie" 

d RA["J 

Figure 'J.~: The dl,per,i"" ,liITul'Itct, "ca - '7HI in .'\GC ~1()77 (with the colour!>",. '''pre
""nting "(,0 - '711l in Ul'-') . 

.... " . ., 

+" r5 

H . 

R'~hl bc<n"on (JZOOO: 

Fignr~ ,"i_~: I h,- riJ>jW"iUIl ,lilI,-"-,,,,,,~, () - "HI in NGe :1077 (J'<l·,lai,j with ~4!'m ellli.,,;on 
(iJla<. cuntOlm'i 
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".3 :;CC G9-lG 

, , 
i 

R"hl .. ,."' ;00 InOOOI 

FiVW<" 5, 1 U; Tl", iukl!,l'a(eJ 1II (in Jy U!' " ) inU'n,it)' in NGC :.177 ",",rlaK! ,,-jt h "ro - "HI 

(),lad; ,"nluu",) , 

! , , 

. ",t" ,~~,,,'''' (""~I 

bgur., ,~.ll' I he intey<Ll....-] CO ;"tcn,i\)' (in I, 111 . - 1 kam- 1) iu ",CC :J077 O"-'TlaiJ "ilh 
"r() - "III (hbd: coniollTh), 

Iho r~pro"'"t<Ltivo profile, "I ihe "'niraJ and cxl"IlJe~ ",~iol" a", <howu in 1\lI,lir"" 5,11 

.mrl 5,1;'. hI til" ,',,10k' II," ill l>colih HR' vo'r..- ""vHlnwtr~' aurl th,'r" ",,_m. '0 be mulLiple 

mmpml<'Ilb cli"liuKul,habJ. (IOU! the ,,,Ioci~y prctilc,,;; the CO p<Clfin aro "CI'}' h<o.1.d ~Ilrl 

~l"" ''''l'''''"Clnc ( ... ., Fj~1W- 5,1 1.1 'l'h,' 1Il pruh"'" h,wo Ie,.., sigMI_,,,_uo;'" (S N) ""J m .. y 

no\ be .. ,01 €1lli<'10Cl I he higher S N profile< haw mul\i~k peak" "-' \h,- 11/ ,l;;pe.-,ioll> 

fitted in th<-sc Ie;;"'m ,'am,,' he (r",t,'d. Thi, a~-'",,, lhl ~i"~-'(T,;itJIl di!f<Teuc,' valne, "'" 

nol" tIll<' inrl;c<Ltion "I thc dii-JX'J>;ulJ di!f~mJ'-" ill lhi., re~on, If the lov. S N III i, aoual 

en,;",iClll lh~Jj i\ it, "(ill cl<-a.r Iha. th<' CO has" greater rii;p<'"ion t.han the HI. Th< =t.oM....-] 

"';ion< al'lO h<L"~ bo"""-l CO prufib (but- not a, brOO<J as:n the contral r~gim~:1 but. b<>th 

I ho IIJ <Lncl ('0 l>o\'o moro "j'lUlU"l,;" and ,ilJ~uhl"'ak"i profil", than in llo ('{'nt,Ini rcflion, 

'1'"""" r<:'gion' hm'f' VCT,' 1o," nit,p<n<io<l rati.", (S<'<' FigHTO .'d.l) Like NUC r.o.,r, thero arc 

:N klU' 1 extenJi"~ out",,,,d, frOll! """r 'he <:ontn; hut ill 
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"" ___________________________ ",· c"""""",'",,,.,,,G"'""~.,.,." 

.\CC Wlb 'h .. ,..... onl}' ,"','ur orr L.lle W'-"'\ ,i<jc ol [he go i",y. The p<o~l"" from this extended 

re~io[j are ,h()Vill 'n l'i~"", ".10, l.:11like NGe ')0(',.'" \hc CO proEl.,"," Ill')'" ",vtlltllelric 

tholl th<' 1ll;11 the ex\retllP arM, 01 Ill., rog;')n_ In oll"" ",0"" [l,rU",,. 110m \hp "'ut",· hOlh 

111 ",JJ CO prufJ", ~'" '.'In'''''Uio> "",.I (;""",i"n_ 

u 
w 
o 

" 

'" RA rJ 
Figure ~. 12 Tl.' (\i'I"X'j,ion ctllfC"fc!>cc ffn) - ff" I in KGC' IifHIi ("' jt h the ",,",urlm rop"~ 
,..nlong "ca "m in km. '1 

"GC W'o)}." " high ""l)C('ll\I~\ion uf mohnlKr g"-> ill it, central ",~i"'j "llU th<' centr,,: 

""",,l"r~.i\y ;,; extrr>:k<J .. long \he mi~r axi, of II., g.uaxy illlO wh./it i, Idc'IT,J to "" " 

rnuif<)u)", bar (e.g. Ihll M. 01 I%t) , Wdi,.-'hcw et "I IW. j,hi,llki 01 aL 1')00] It "lou 

10, .. "" yery hi~h nucl"a:r 'llO)c~tiJ~, P'" ")J>C('ntr,"Lon which ooindrl", with" '\mng rf><1io 

<>mlimHlm ffillr'" "'HJ Imghl HlI !C'!:;"n (1,I,,"l1O;i ~l .1 EI'~}, 1"..,,,,1 >In<l llM' 12(01) 

found e,'>il'j~'e foc J.(lUbk~p"l<k"J CO l'ln"oiun in ,ooir ub,,,'n'"\ion, or U,., ""n\r.1 rogion 

of :;(;C Gn·1n. They ottrionten Ih;, l<l.ulh/, ,t""p wlocily ~"d;oHt" lhe'}' roonJ lu" hoI<' 
iu ,I., CO distribnt;un al d", """or of Nce uJj.ju_ In our ,,,oly,"" Iho ('('!l\ml wl""iW 

pmfJI" :n Yi¥\ll(' _-.. U ~I"-' ,I",,,, hint' of ~ollhlr--r",,,kcd CO cmhi.)n The m'H:!lk' of , I",,,, 

nuuble p"akad prufJo" ,)('CUI ",. ,imihll' velociti ... 1",",,1 "nd B""., (200 I) .100 found min;lll~ 

ocr-nnn~ al oimilOl ,e:oci\ .. ,,_ 111ordorc ow' I o,ul\. <C('lll (0) ~lOvick fun her e,;,knco f", 'hoir 

themy of" celllral "how', Sumo or Ihe ~"u'ik is'-"'' I'igul'o ii_Iii) ,ho'.J 'ign< of "'oil, " on,1 

' h= conlJ mo"" that- ll'" ",'I.ivily or til<' ,,0,..,;, <"",sing mil'l g" n"lil.,,,,, nf',<, Ill<' CCll'CY 
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5.3 l\GC li94li 
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Fi~ure 5, 1-1: n", CO a1.J HI velocity profile. 1H 1,il<' oenlt'ol reginn of '.;cr' 6Dlti. whet'" Oeo 
' ''111_ '1'1", SQlirl hlnc' ",vi gr""n li ne, ",., \l~' C auS8imL IiI.:; 0; tho >"'oIilo" 

.. .. 
A 
P . .kl .... , .. .. 

~. ,.,"",. ..... . , .... ... . "". "c.", .. 

.. .. .. 
~ " 
b" , ' ,. 
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II 
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II 

)l"" .. • ._, .. ', 
Figure 0,15' Th~ ( '() an'; lH ,-el<)(,il',r p roiilo, of i':CC 6Di6 in (h" ,,," oXlo",hl !>'!'iOlL' LIl 
the M.oj and S.~lth_Eo..t of \h~ (,(,1M", whe re ~(''' ' ~HI Tho o<J!irl black au'] gr(O'n lin"" 
aI''' l h" Gau.,<!j"ll fil , oC,I, . profile" The pl.-,t ()II the Ht '" n pmfile from ,he 'e~;"n iu ti.-
E""l "l1d ,I", pi"" on II." rigl~ i, <>f n proii l" frum n Scllll,h_E.~" region 
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Fig"'~ ,'do- '1'b. co aOHI III \'eh)n'" P'-UfLh 01 NGC W~ti iu lu th. W""l uf the center: 
",r.<TO 11(.'(} - ~ H' _ - 211 kill ,- ', nw ",,:;.,1 btu and ~:rnn lin'" are [I", (;"11,,,;,,n nt, of t he 
)I'Hlile<. TI", pi", on tne "I. i.. " pmfi)'-' nco, thf. ccmor aM the pi'" on tne ri gol j, of" 
jJmli\c I' um 1.11,' Nor\ h_ We"" .'xIC"'''.' of 'he regie>'" 

H0~CV"T. in "",,!ion th," j, 'HuiL", to do" X·,\mctlll" in C;C(' ,'ii"S. d>< wIL",i!)" proiile, 

hH\'C dirt',-,.,"l! ,loop<" 1.0 t !L" .. , fount! 'Il '1(;(' ,';1).';5 (."" Fignr.o 5 16 ",~l S .• '; ) , Til"",,,,,,, thi, 

ol"uOIU''-' '' vmmh1j' no, "n,"o tho-- <>w"" p<()('C~'lC' "' in Nne ,'i()'';,'i. ""ule of II" profile, 

tb", re~iuil w<' "'<'n,iJlj~l;' duuhic->",,,kr,J ,., (h.: di'I-",,,ion, \11><\ wert· (ktnmbm ma.; not 

l>< a rep"'''''lt.atiuil u r \I,.. &IUI<I ,docie) rl i'p<",iuil' of I he go., in thr""." l'< 'f(lurll'_ Tk l'O""'U 

I()T uonb)., p"akeJ ~roli l"" in I.),i, '·,,!\iUI' ""rll u"ckar 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

6.1 Gaussian or Hermite? 

Hermitc 11 ... fits ha\'c nlUch higher (Jerrm.j (J values than Gaussian distributions and Hermite 

h3 fits do (see Figures 4.4 and 4 .. 5). These errors arc too large to allow [or good analysis of 

the resulting dispersions to be made. As seen in Figures ·L3 and -1.2 1Il0st of the profiles in t Iw 

galaxies are Gaussian in shape and can be fitted by Gaussians and Hermite 113 polynomials. 

The reduced X2 values of the Gaussian and Hermite II:) fits are silllilar. In the areas that haw 

asymmetric profiles. Hermite Ii:] fits fit the data better than Gaussians do. The definition 

of dispersion in these regions however is not clear because the broadening could be due 

to multiple cloud components. turbulence. non-standard motions. rotation etc. Gaussians 

distributions generally fit 1Il0st of the data well and have "lIlall dispersion uncertainties and 

are therefore sufficient for use ill this analysis. 

6.2 What do the dispersions mean? 

Our analysis considers scales of 200pc to 1 kpc. At these scales a single beam contains 

multiple G:\ICs: therefore the major contribution to the measured CO dispersion is the 

cloud-cloud dispersion. Due to uncertainties in the assumptions required to estimate the 

internal velocity dispersion of molecular clouds we use the measured dispersions as the upper 

limit for cloud-cloud dispersions in the galaxies. Some HI and CO \'docity profiles in some of 

the galaxies (e.g. :\GC 5055 and :\GC 6946) are very asymmetric and in many galaxies the 

central regions han' unphysically large dispersions. The broad dispersions may be caused 

by the steep rotation curves in the central regions resulting in unphysical broadening due to 

clumps of gas in the same beam having very different rotation yclocities. The presence of 

multiple gas components in the line of sight in these central regions could also be causing 

the apparent ly broad profiles. 

From Section -1.3 it seems that the increase in scale from 200 pc to 1 kp(' has lit t Ie effect 

63 
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64 6: Discussion 

on the observed dispersions. At higher inclinations the contrihuticlll of rotation and planar 

turbulence on the observed velocity dispersions increase: these cause hroadening of the 

velocily profiles. The" 1 ails" (towards higher dispersions) in t he dispersion disl ri but ions 

seem to get larger with increasing inclination. The galaxies with inclinations greater than 

70 degrees had large "tails". This is seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.11 where the fraction of galaxies 

with large velocity dispersion ranges (2: 15 km s-I ) increase with increasing inclination. This 

however, is a tentative conclusion because comparisons of the dispnsions versus inclination 

were inconclusive. A larger sample of galaxies will be required to n~rify this. 

6.3 HI and CO Dispersions 

The expected dispersion due to thermal hroadening of HI is ~ 8 kill 5- 1 and of CO ~ 

0.5 km ::;-1 The cr II I values in our galaxies arc ~ 8-30 kIll 8- 1 . This is larger than the values 

expected from thermal broadening and also larger than what Tamburro et al (2009) found. 

Our dispersion values are frolll the inner regions of galaxies where there is sufficiently strong 

CO emission (we used a 4cr noise cut-off). These regions have high star formation rates. 

Studies have shown that velocity dispersions arc high in the central regions of galaxies and 

decline with radius (e.g. Kamphuis and Sancisi 1993. Petrie and Rupcn 2007, Tamburro 

et al. 2(09). In Section 3.2 (sec Figures 3.9 and 3.10) the radial dispersion trends for 

two galaxies arc shown, plots for the other galaxies are in the Appendix (we did not have 

star formation maps for NGC 2903 and so we did not create a similar plot for it). It is 

clear from these that crIll and creo decline with radius from the centers of galaxies. They 

however, do not decline to the same values. indicating that there is always a dispersion 

differellce between HI and CO ill galaxies (even in the outer regions of the CO disk). It is no 

surprise that our measured HI dispersions are higher than the average dispersions over the 

entire galaxies. because regions where HI and CO overlap arc in the inner parts of galaxies, 

and HI has high dispersion values in the inner regions of galaxies (Tamburro et al 2009). 

Our vclocily resolution cut-olb (usually < 5.2 kIll S-I) mean that we are only exploring the 

high dispersion and wartn CO (since we are studying the CO(J = 2 - 1) linc). From our 

dispersion maps it is clear that there is a lot of emission from the CO (J = 2 - 1) line 

in the inner regions of most of the galaxies we analysed (NGC 925, NGC 3077 and NGC 

4214 arc the exceptions). Our range of CO dispersions is 5.2 km S-1 (due to the dispersion 

cut-off) to 25 km S-I and this is consistent with Wilson et al. (2011) values (found using the 

CO(J = 3 - 2) line: 2.7 - 20kms- 1• with 0.43kms- 1 velocity resolution). 

The mean crco - crIll was found to be -7.2 ±1.:3 km s-1 (with NGC :3077 and XGC 2841 

excluded in the mean calculation. sec Section :3.1 and Table 3.2). and the ratio between the 

two was found to be crH 1/ creo = 1.54 ± 0.18. This is consistent with what \Vilson et al. 

(2011) found (crHI/crCO ~ 2) in their analysis. This confirms lhal III dispersions are great<'f 

than CO dispersions. CO and HI dispersions arc both larger than the expected dispersion 

due to thermal broadening. 
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6.4 Dispersions and Star Formation 65 
----------------------

The (THI/(Teo and (Teo (Tf[I maps show that there is a lot of structure in the galaxies. 

This indicates that in small local scales the ratio and difference between (THI and (Tco is 

highly afrrTl co h~' local procC'ssC's 1 hal pump kinel ic energy int 0 IS:\1, affC'ct t hC' IllowmC'nl 

of gas and affect (T II I and (Tco in different ways. In some of the galaxies distinct largt' scale 

structures appear. These usually appear in the centers of galaxies (~GC 5055. ~GC 6946, 

~GC 4736. ~GC 733l. ~GC 3351) and around the centers like in (~GC 5055 and :'\'GC 

(j!),1(j). These inoicat c t hat large scak fealures and pIOn'sscs mav Iw aH'cct ing gas in t hcse 

regions compared to other regions in the galaxies. In the irregular or interacting galaxies 

such as (:'\GC 3077. ~GC 4214, ~GC 4736) there arc also structures that may be related 

to interactions, starbursts and other dynamical effects clue to the non-disk structure and 

interactions with other galaxies. 

6.4 Dispersions and Star Formation 

(Teo. (TlII. and LSFR have similar exponential radial trends. and CO seems better correlated 

to LSFR 1 h(' radial 1 !"Cnds. but quanl ification of corrclal i()n was not cov<'l"('d ill I his t lwsis. 

Figure 3.16 shows that for low I:SFR (L:SFR ::; 10-2.0 .\1" .\'1.-1 kpc- 2 ) CO dispersions do not 

normally go above 10 kill S-I. At higher L:SFR values the dispersion increases with increasing 

LSFR. and for I:SFR between 10-2.(; and 10-1.5 110 kpc2 yr-l. There is a strong correlation 

between log LSFR and (Teo in this regime. the correlation decreases at higher LSFR values. 

HI dispersions arc \"Cry scattered for I:SFI{ ::; 1O- 2 .G ,\1: yr- I kpc- 2 and they exhibit little or 

no correlation with LSFH. At higher LSFR values (T f[ I values have less scatter and there is a 

clearer correlation with LSFR. There is also a lot of scatter and no clear correlations between 

(T H I / (Teo and LSFH when LSFR <:: 1O- 2.G 11:;, yr 1 kpc 2. There is a clear anti-correlation 

between (T H I / (Tco and I:SFR for LSFR between 10- 2 .6 and 10-1.5.\1: yr-I kpc- 2 . This 

sllggests that the slope of (Teo is greater than the ITHI slope in this regime. \\'hen the above 

anal.vsis was performed for all III dispersions above the noise and dispersion cut-offs. the 

correlation between I:SFR and (T HI was found (s('e Figure3.17). The correlation was founel 

across the entire range of I:SFR used in the analysis. There were gradient changes in the 

(T H I wrslls LSFH ::> 10- 2.6 .\1. yr- I kpc 2 curves at the threshold \"alm's mcntioned above. 

This behm'iour indicates that LSFR ~ 10 2.611. :'T- 1 kpc- 2 may he a threshold value 

below which the trends with dispersion arc either weak or non-existent. This maybe due to 

I h(' sl ar formal iOll rat c not supplyillg sufficient ('II('rgy t () I h(' IS:\[ I () driv(, disp<'rsions or 

that tlw efficiency of the energy transfer from star formation to the gas is low. Abo\'e this 

"threshold" value the dispersion is much better correlated with LSFR than below it. The 

energy transfer or transfer efficienc~" in this regime Illay be C'nough to allow star formation 

t () eH'ect iwlv driw t he gas wlodl)" dispersions. Tamhurro el al (2009) found that kinetic 

energy is proportional to the star formation of the gas. and our result is consistent with 

that. 
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66 6: Discussion 

The problems that were mentioned earlier about interpreting the velocity dispersions. 

where they come from and the effects 0(' inclination could all have an effect on the above

llwnt ion('d correlations. Problemat ic profiles ar(' in t 11<' minority and would not hav(' a large 

effect on the correlations due to the averaging that was done. :VIost of these profiles would 

have large errors (signs of these arc seen in some of the points in Figure 3.13). and iden

tifying them would be simple. In the areas of the plots where there arc correlations. most 

of t he average dispersions have slllall errors. so t h(' <'fred of t hose kinds of profiks is not 

very large. NGC 925, .'JGC 3077 and ~GC 4214 do not have many pixels and if they arc 

excluded from the analysis the trends still hold. C nphysically large dispersions with valu('s 

larger than 30 - 40 km S-1 (CO and HI cases. found in some of the galaxy centers e.g. NGC 

3198, NGC 3198 3351. :\'GC 4736, NGC 5055, NGC 6946, NGC 7331), usually lie ahove 

I:SFR ~ 1O-1.5 1\lc yr- 1 kpc- 2 . In this regime we do still see some correlation, hut not as 

strong as in the 10- 2 .5 to 10- 1.51\1 'J yr 1 kpc -2 regime. Some galaxies do not show any 

correlation and some have anti-correlations between dispersion and I:SFR ?> 10-- 2 .0 1\1;. yr- 1 

kpc 2. 13igid (20()8) found a "kink" in the combined log I:SFR versus log I: HI +H2 plot from 

all the nearhy galaxies in their sample (which was a suhset of the THINGS sample). This 

gradient change occurs near I:SFR ?> 10- 2 .0 
M(.) yr- 1 kpc- 2 • they also found a "kink" when 

they considered data from other surveys. Their "kink" was identified at I:ga, ~ 9 AI;, kpc- 2 

and was at t ributed sat nraticlll of HI. We find evidence for a threshold in the CO and HI. 

6.5 Conclusion 

The aim of til(' thesis was to compare HI and CO velocity dispersions in nearhy galaxies. 

These velocity dispersions arc important for understanding turbulence, dynamics and star 

formation in galaxies. HI dispersions have been extensively used to study these. hut in 

areas where molecular gas is dominant it is also important to study the molecular gas 

dispersions. Data from high resolution and high sensitivity nearby galaxy surveys were used 

and the velocity dispersions of the galaxies in these surveys were determined. Pixel-by-pixel 

analysis and comparisons of the CO and HI velocity dispersions were made. The relationship 

hetween the star formation rate and velocity dispersions was also analysed. Both HI and 

CO velocity dispersions arc greater than the expected dispersions from thermal broadening, 

and they decline with increasing radius. There is evidence that the range of dispersions 

found in the galaxies increases with incrcaRing inclination. There is little evidence for the 

modes of the dispersions changing with inclination. 

The Illean (Jeo - (JHI was found to he 7.2 ±1.3kms- 1 and (JHI/(Jeo = 1.5 ± 0.18. 

There is a correlation between HI and CO velocity dispersions and the star formation rate 

density, for I:SFH ?> 10-2 .6 Mo yr- 1 kpc- 2 ; and (jIll /(Jeo is anti-correlated with the star 

formation rate density in the same regime. 
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6.6 Future 

The only gas component that is missing in the analysis is the ionized gas. Therefore the next 

step in the analysis is to compare the HI and CO with Hn wloe-ity dispersions of t he galaxies 

in the sample. \Ye will be doing this comparison very soon. The major limitation of the CO 

data was the dispersion cut-off, therefore fut life analysis with higher wlocity resolution will 

need to be done so that low dispersion molecular gas can also be studied. Higher velocity 

resolution ohservations will also allow for good studies of velocity profile shapes in hoth 

CO and HI. AL:\IA will revolutionize molecular gas studies because its orders of magnitude 

impovelllents in sensitivity will allow us to probe very low column density regimes of CO and 

possibly find molecular gas in envirolllrwnts where it is not expected to exist. This will allow 

us to better understand the links between molecular gas. atomic gas and star formation. 
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